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ABSTRACT

A procedural model for the scheduling of labor and equipment

in a hypothetical food production system that operated under traditional

constraints was developed, tested and analyzed. The developed model,
the RAPS (Resource Allocation Production Scheduling) Algorithm, was

applied to a five-day menu of hot foods with a forecasted demand per
meal of 5000

Based on forecasted demand and the nature of preparation of the

menu item, specific production quantities were established to simulate

the demands of the meal serving period. Using industrial engineering

techniques of activity analysis and time estimation in conjunction with
a network-based project management system, the 90 sub-projects of the

five-day menu were initially analyzed for 1 21 5 activities, then consoli

dated into 979 activities.

Scheduling of the 979 activities was performed on a worksheet

which showed resource availabilities for the 1 4-hour daily operational
period in 1 0-minute intervals. Generated schedules were in the form

of color-coded bar chartso The optimum schedule was obtained by sched

uling predecessor and successor activities to a fixed interval according

to Late Start (LS) and Early Complete (EC) times, respectivelya The
optimum schedule, although operationally unrealistic, was used as a

guide in developing a series of logical, systematic steps that would

smooth the most common exaggerated and erratic demand problems while
adhering to resource limitation and simultaniety of production
iv

constraints--two of the -most significant considerations in the develop
V

ment of a scheduling methodology for hot food production.

Comparative resource data were generated showing the optimum

and adjusted schedule requirements.

Graphic presentation of personnel

with the use of fixed meal periods.

Equipment resource data were pre

resource profiles demonstrated the peaks and valleys of demand associated
sented in the form of daily utilization rates for each piece of equip

ment. Such data could be used by the manager in considering and/or

selecting other alternatives to satisfy existing resource limitation

criteria or to impose additional resource limitations.

The RAPS Algorithm was determined, through executive analysis,

to be a systematic and feasible means of collecting resource allocation/
utilization data with specific application in the areas of menu planning

and analysis, facility design, and personnel development, both formally
and informally.
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CHAPTER l
INTRODUCTION
With a productivity rate of 40-50 percent in comparison to a
rate of 80-85 percent for industry in general (Kotschevar, 1972; Blaker,

1970) , the common concern of the 70 1 s for the food service industry

seems to be 11 productivity. 11 Spiralling inflation and a scarcity of

skilled labor have forced management to focus maximum attention on

methods of increasing productivity. One of the most significant prob
lems facing the food service industry is raising productivity levels

so that increased operational costs will not continually necessitate
higher meal prices (Pope, 1971). The President's National Commission

on Productivity (1973) reported that the improvement of productivity

throughout the food industry (including the service component) should
be considered as a means of stabilizing future food prices.
lA l. Identification of Problem
Productivity is usually expressed in terms of a ratio (input/out

put} that exists between output and specific resource inputs required

to produce a given product or service.

Productivity is not necessarily

production (Zolber and Donaldson, 1970). The key to productivity is

based on utilization of resources and the food service industry must
be able to measure utilization and value-analyze the products, techniques,
and motivations designed to increase productivity (Pope, 1971).
1

Standards

?

developed from reliable resource utilization data could lead to im
proved resource allocation and increased productivity.
The resource utilization level is a function of resource alto
cation through the scheduling process. A systematic scheduling process
is required to overcome the daily complexities of the food production
system in obtaining reliable resource utilization data.

If this is

not done, a cycle is created whereby managerial efficiency and effec
tiveness are reduced through the employment of 11 crisis 11 management
techniques when any production situation is encountered that exceeds
resource availability.

In some cases, resource allocation errors are

introduced simply because management is not knowledgeable of the various

activities that must be performed to produce a given menu item o

While a large number of activities are performed daily within
most food production systems, the scheduling and coordination of these
activities around precise production deadlines is normally the responsi
bility of one or two individuals at the operational level. Proficient
scheduling of such magnitude performed mentally requires a skill acquired
through years of trial and error experience. The number of personnel
with this skill are scarce and costly.

The development of a systematic scheduling method has been

further complicated by the dual connotation attached to the term 11 sched
uling. 11 One connotation represents the human resources and the other
connotation represents the production system (organization) in generalc
For the human resources (employees) connotation of scheduling, inter
pretation may be limited to the number of hours that he or she is
scheduled to be at work (personal duty hours) , with not necessarily
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any regard for how his or her work will be arranged. The latter
connotation, however, considers the actual work content or tasks to be
perfonned and uses this as a basis for assigning resources in order to
accomplish the objectives; duty hours are not of prime importance ini
tially.

Even though the availability of human resources ultimately

affects most managerial decisions, exclusive use of the first scheduling
connotation would seem to encourage closer adherence to Parkinson's

Law. Parkinson's Law, restated, says that the work content will expand
to fill the amount of time available (Pedderson, et al., 1973)0

Using

the latter connotation would appear to provide a quantitative data base

that would minimize adherence to Parkinson's Law and provide realistic
resource utilization infonnation.
Current literature indicates food service management now recog
nizes that the development of a systematic and efficient technique for
allocating resources appears mandatory if the industry is to counter
stagnant productivity levels and rising labor costs and shortages. The
seriousness of this situation is evidenced by the fact that professional
food service managers and management organizations are indicating the

need for a multi-disciplinary approach towards finding possible solu

tions to the productivity-utilization-scheduling triangle (ASHFSA Semi
nar, 1973; David, 1973).

Of primary emphasis in this approach is the

application of techniques developed by the field of Industrial Engineer
ing (David, 1973).

1 .2. Purpose of Study

The need exists in the food service industry for a systematic

method that could minimize human inadequacies, bridge the experience
gap, and provide consistent results in spite of the complexities en

countered in modern food production systems. The purpose of this
research was to:

1 . Develop a procedural model, based on industrial engineering

techniques, for scheduling of labor and equipment

2. Test the model by scheduling hot food production for a five

day menu of a hypothetical food production system

3. Analyze the model in terms of its relative worth as a

management decision-making tool.

4

CHAPTER 2

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Application of systematic scheduling procedures were not found

widely reported in the literature. Perhaps the scheduling process has
repeatedly been found to be of such magnitude and complexity that a

beginning point towards a solutton has not yet been discovered.

Or,

management may just now be realizing the impact of poor scheduling on
the various sub-systems of the total food production system. Poor

scheduling techniques are many times not recognized as a problem be

cause scheduling errors are compensated for in other ways (Greene, 1974).
Results of poor scheduling may appear as excessive personnel costs,

exaggerated food costs due to untimely preparation, and the service of
food that is inferior in quality even though the raw ingredients used

were of superior quality.

Every food production system must be considered a dynamic, rather

than a static, system due to constantly changing conditions {Blaker,

1970). Generally speaking, the scheduling process within the system

must also be dynamic because actual production must constantly be com
pared with the proposed and steps taken to adjust for differences.

This

implies that a feedback link is necessary to the successful scheduling
process (Greene, 1974). This feedback link may be present in a formal

or informal state.

5

2. 1. The Theory of Scheduling

6

Scheduling has been defined as the translation of a plan into

a timetable with specific deadlines which govern the start and completion
of work and authorize the expenditure of resources on each activity of

the plan (Iannone, 1967).

Although implied simple by definition, the actual scheduling

process can become very complex when the sequencing problem is intro

duced. A sequencing problem exists when a decision must be made as to

the order in which a group of tasks should be performed. Some sequencing

decisions are simple in nature and/or based on past practices and solu

tions are obtained without knowledge that a problem could exist. Se

quencing of activities is automatic because of previous conditioning

to a given situation. Other sequencing problems may be more complex

in nature and actually deserve systematic consideration but are many

times solved by default rather than by design. This implies that, good

or bad, a sequencing solution will be ultimately selected for each
sequencing problem (Conway, et al. , 1967).

The goal of management should be to develop systematic procedures

and criteria that would seek to minimize the number of solutions reached

through default. A lack of application of this theory often results in
the use of 11 crisis11 management tactics or taking the path of least re

sistance. The alternative selection process is rendered ineffective
because resource misutilization has already occurred.

Theoretically� four kinds of data must be known to describe a

scheduling problem (Conway i et al., 1967). These data could be

rendered directly applicable to a food production system as follows:
1. identify the work content to be accomplished,

2. establish the number and types of equipment and personnel

resources available within the production facility,

3. determine policies and procedures that restrict the manner

in which assignments can be made, and

4. establish criteria upon which the derived schedule will be

evaluated.

If known in the proper detail, the above four types of data can

be utilized as guidelines for the development of a scheduling algorithm

designed to accomplish specific objectives for the user. An algorithm

is a computational scheme (Maynard, 1963) consisting of a collection of
rules or set of procedures specifying calculations which lead to a

desired result (Wiest and Levy, 1969) . Various types of algorithms

(both manual and automated) have been reported in use for a multitude

of purposes in the fields of engineering, management, and science.
2. 2. Basic Considerations for Methodology Application

Even though a multi-disciplinary approach to problem solving

implies that certain techniques are compatible when applied outside of

the original discipline, this cannot always be assumed absolutely cor
rect. While certain industrial engineering techniques may be success

fully utilized in plant operations producing non-perishable products,
direct application to a food production operation may be limited due

to the per·ishability of the product being produced.
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There were three basic considerations which had to be recog
nized when this study was set upo

First, any technique applied or

adapted for application to food production processes must consider the
dimensions of food quality or no benefit can be realized from its
application.

Overall food quality can be negatively affected by the

environment in which the food is stored, prepared, and served. Accord
ing to Litchfield (1972), the four dimensions to food quality are
microbiological, chemical, nutritional, and sensory in nature. Food
production in the final {operational) phase is principally concerned
with the microbiological, nutritional, and sensory dimensions; the
chemical dimension must be controlled for the most part during an
earlier stage of processing.
Although affected by other variables, time is the common denomi
nator for the microbiological, nutritional, and sensory dimensions. A
time lapse too great in duration at any given point can significantly
affect all three dimensions in a negative manner. According to Aldrich
(1966), optimum quality attainment in a given menu item is directly re
lated to serving time and a large percentage of quality retention lies

in the perceptive scheduling of production with service demands.

Blaker

and Ramsey (1961), in research designed to record the effect of tempera
ture on the quality of food, concluded that the quality of food held

on the steam table appeared to be affected by the time-temperature re
lationship. Blaker and Ramsey, in the same study, also concluded that
the factors necessary to produce food of high quality at clientele-ac
ceptable serving temperatures were the same as those required to produce
safe food.

In another study concerning the temperature holding capacity

of various food transportation and holding devices, the importance of
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moving food through the production system in the shortest possible time

with as much continuous production as possible during the serving period

was emphasized. This minimized quality deterioration (Ross, 1 971 ) .

Research to date supports the principle that the further away in time

food is prepared from the point of actual service� the greater the

chance of inferior quality and the greater the number of managerial
problems created.

The second basic consideration for this study was that all food

production systems have limited resources with which to accomplish a

given amount of work. The effectiveness of management is determined by

how well these resources are utilized within operational constraints.

A concept basic to resource utilization is the time-cost tradeoff in

that, generally, a longer job or project duration tends to be associated

with a lower cost and optimum resource utilization, the same job or

project accomplished within a shorter time duration would tend to have
increased costs and would require increased resource applications. A

determination must be made regarding the worth of a given amount of time
(Riggs and Heath, 1 966) . If the optimum schedule for a given amount

of work was known by the management, it could be used as a standard for
adjusting resource allocations. The object would be to back off from

the optimum schedule only enough to satisfy either resource limitation

criteria, �perational policy standards, or both. Not having available

the optimum schedule to use as a standard, adjustment of resource allo
cations often becomes, at best, a hit-and-miss propositiono The term
11

optimum schedule" as used in this research paper should not be interpreted
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literally but represents the best that can be expected based on current

practice and the objectives of management. The optimum schedule, in a

theoretical sense, is unknown because the resource/work content combina

tion possibilities are infinite, or at least beyond comprehension.

A final consideration for methodology application was the need

to equate certain terminology relationships between the disciplines in
volved in order that consistency in communications would result. The

following definitive relationships were established�
Activities

Steps involved in formula
(recipe) preparation

Group of
Activities

Sub-Project (menu item,
scrambled eggs for example)

Group of
Sub-Projects

Project (meal, menu for a
given meal)

Project Set
(Set.:. 3 Projects)

Group of
Project Sets
2.30

Day 0 s Menu
---=-

Cycle Menu·

Quantitative Techniques for Deriving Data

Basic to the scheduling process in any system is a knowledge of

the time available to do a task and the time duration required to actu
ally accomplish the task (Greene, 1 974).

Research to date has primarily involved the application of in

dustrial engi�eering techniques for determining quantitative measurements
of work performance in time units. Zolber and Donaldson (1 970) effec

tively applied work sampling to calculate work distribution percentages

and to isolate the negative effects of forced delay and idle time on

11

productivityo Blaker (1 970) also recommended work sampling as a tech

nique for analyzing the work distribution in each area of major activity
within the food system.

Stop watch time studies and predetermined motion-times have been

successfully applied to development of time standards for food service

activities and distribution of work functions (Beach and Ostenso, 1 969;
Heinemeyer and Ostenso 9 1 968; Coffey, et alo, 1 964). Predetermined

motion-time techniques include Motion-Time Analysis, the Work-Factor

System, Methods-Time Measurement (MTM) , and more recently, Master

Standard Data (MSD) (Montag, et al. , 1 964). The common denominator for
each of these techniques is that motion-time values are the result of

an average from a range of observations

MSD is similar to MTM and

supposedly combines the best aspects of Motion-Time Analysis i the Work
o

Factor System, and MTMo MSD consists of a limited number of coded ele

ments for describing each motion and is reported to be more practical
for the everyday work situation (Montag� et alo, 1 964)0

The application of MSD to the production activities for two

bakeshop items was made by Montag, et al .. {1 964)" The authors concluded

that MSD was more accurate than stop-watch time study and that its

feasibility for universal application shotJld be further investigated.

However, even though MSD gave reliable data for labor time analysis, the
practicality of utilization was questioned because of its time consuming

application (Montag, et al�, 1 964) .

Ruf and Matthews (1 973) used MSD as the basis for developing

standard coded elements that could be applied to a given production
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formula in order to determine total production time o

Four formulae

were utilized in the study and total production times for each formula
were synthesized by summing the predetermined production time, proces
sing time, and delay timeo Although the initial development was con
sidered time consuming, conclusions made indicated MSD could be used
for establishing time standards for all production items o Once time

data were obtained, many management tools would then be available for

optimizin,g the workload such as linear programming, computer simulation
models, PERT network scheduling, make-or-buy decision techniques, and
cost analysis.

Ivanicky, et al. (1969) sought a method of determining labor
times for a given production quantity that would be valid as computer
input, yet would not require actual timing for each production quantity.
Fifteen formulae, each with five different forecasted demands, were
studied and labor times were predicted based on the standard error of
estimate for each element.

Elements were initially timed. The data

obtained using this method were found reliable and suitable for computer
application. With labor times established, the computer could calculate

and print the starting times for all formulae in the daily food produc
tion schedule. Starting time would be based on beginning preparation
at the latest time possible, thereby supporting the concept that food

prepared as close to serving time as possible will be of higher overall
quality. Ivanicky, et al. (1969) sugges ted that cooks 0 schedules could

be calculated by computer on the basis of the known food production timeso
. Brown (1969) approached the problem of time standards in food
production formulae with a similar philosophy and purpose by suggesting

that a sampling of tasks be taken from food preparation formulae and
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a standard time in the form of a umodule 11 be assigned to that task.

The module could then be interchanged among food production formulae.

Elemental task times were obtained initially by time study and the

module represented a generalized time standard based on the best fitting

curve for that task. Labor modules developed for all tasks could serve

as input for a computer-assisted management program with the capability

towards compiling and predicting workload statistics.

Blaker (1970) suggested the horizontal loading plan as a means

of assigning and scheduling work in order to improve the personnel re

source utilization rate. The horizontal loading plan functions on an

assembly line basis with work divided into steps and different individ

uals being responsible for specified steps in each unit produced. This
represents a reversal of the vertical loading plan whereby work is

divided among individuals, with each individual being responsible for

the total preparation of certain items, including the cleaning of all

equipment and work areas utilized. The use of either loading plan for

actual scheduling assumes that the total work content i start times, and
activity sequences have already been determined.

Although dealing strictly with personnel resources, Blaker (1970)

recommended two management tools which could apply equally well to per

sonnel and/or equipment resources. One was the man.hour or bar chart

which indicates, at a glance, the number of personnel that should be on

duty at any given time. The second was an activity profile of the actual
food production demands over an extended period to assist in determining

volume patterns within the workload. These tools could improve

management 0 s ability to identify resource allocation errors to be
corrected on a workload per time period basis.

14

Bloetjes, et alo (1971) demonstrated the use of a mathematical

model for the scheduling of diet items in a hospital food system. The
procedure was applied to one entree item and considered all resources

involved in production, relating the processes of production to specific

clock time. Time data for the production model were obtained through

actual observation of formula preparation and the processes of produc
tion were depicted graphically. The theoretical production model em

phasized both resource limitations and the sequencing problem--two of

the most significant considerations in the scheduling process. The con

clusions were made that the model was useful in identifying non=productive
holding times, in showing personnel and equipment resource requirements,

for indicating employee training needs� and for determining the optimum
workload for a given time periodo The author further concluded that

future development of production models could be the key for eliminating

excessive demands on available resources while minimizing the unnecessary

holding time that impairs finished product quality. Simultaneously,

the models could function for scheduling the use of personnel and equip
ment resources.

Time standards and methods of obtaining time standards have been

developed for food production processes, but there has not been a significant follow-up towards applying such derived time standards to actual

development of a systematic and effective scheduling technique. Most

studies have not considered all resources available to management that

could have an impact on the production schedule. The research reported

by Bl oetjes, et al. ( 1 971 ), alt hough 1 imited to one menu itern, repre
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sented the only application of a production scheduling model reviewed

in the literature that gave full consideration to the theoretical dimen

sions of the scheduling problem.

2. 4. Network=Based Project Management Techniques

The value of network-based project management (NBPM) tech�iques

as a production management tool has been recognized for some time. A
network can be defined as the graphic representation of a series of

activities and their precedence requirements for the purpose of visual
izing a process from beginning to completion (Buchan and Davis j

1 974) . The network's unique method of collecting and representing in

formation, along with its ability to synthesize time requirements� has

enabled it to become a powerful planning, scheduling, and control de

vice (Riggs and Heath, 1 966) .

Probably the two most common NBPM systems are PERT (Program

Evaluation Review Technique) and CPM (Critical Path Method) . PERT was

first introduced in the late 50 1 s and used by the Navy in an effort to
shorten the developmental time of the Polaris Ballistic Missile (Riggs

and Heath, 1 966)0 CPM was introduced shortly thereafter and was de

veloped originally for the planning of construction (0 1 Brien, 1 971 )

and initially used by the DuPont Corporation. The name was derived

from the concept that certain activities within any project are critical

to project completion, and if these critical activities are not completed

as scheduled the entire project will be delayedo The chain of critical

activities that spans the entire project from beginning to end is termed
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the critical patho The critical path consists of that set of activities
which requires the longest time to project completion (Riggs and Heath,
1 966) u

The main difference in the two NBPM systems is the nature of the

time estimateso PERT times are more general and probablistic in nature

and CPM time estimates are more precise and deterministic o As a result,
PERT is more feasible for research and development efforts, especially

in the military and aerospace fields, and CPM times apply better to

relatively short range projects (Riggs and Heath, 1 966; O'Brien, 1 971 ) .
Several specific references to NBPM were found in the food sys

tems literature. Pedderson, et 'al o (1 973) presented an actual example

of how PERT had been used to plan the relocation of a food facility o

Ruf and Matthews (1 973) reported that once time standards for production

items were known, PERT could become a valuable management tool to

the food systems fieldo An authority in the field of food systems ad

ministration has recommended the use of CPM in the scheduling of produc
tion in order to achieve better utilization of resources (David, 1 973) .

More recently, Beach (1 974) used CPM for analysis purposes when develop

ing a decision model for the application of value analysis to entrees

in a food production system.

Due to the dynamic nature of food production systems, CPM would

be more applicable to the development of the scheduling process if

placed in the proper framework o The size of the project should not be

considered a i
l miting factor in the use of CPMo The only qualification
for use is the existence of the need for an efficient scheduling tech

nique� Examples of interesting, but non-typical, applications were

the planning of political campaigns, Broadway plays i and fund-raising
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drives (Riggs and Heath, 1966). Successful application in the hospital

environment has been for scheduling projects and procedures such as
patient tray preparation, maintenance programs, open-heart surgery,

and emergency tracheostomy procedures (Buchan and Luttrell, 1 969).

Network Construction Methods

NBPM techniques such as PERT and CPM, regardless of their specific

nature, could not be effective unless based on a reliable network con

struction system. Two basic systems of network construction have been

reported in the literature, the activity=on-arrow system (A-O=A) and

the activity=on = node system (A-0-N) (Buchan and Davis, 1 974; Wiest and

Levy, 1969). The A-O=N system of network construction and project

management described by Buchan and Davis (1 974) offers more flex{bility

than the A-O�A system in terms of a method of fully describing activities.
A network is described as a series of symbols connected by arrowso A

brief description of the basic symbols used in the A-0-N system and the

relationship of the symbols are as follows�
l. Node

2. Arrow

0
>

A node is any closed geometric
figure such as a circle� square,
diamond, etc.

An arrow is a line connecting
two nodes and having an arrow�
head at one end. The arrow
signifies that the activity at
the tail of the arrow is a
predecessor to the one at the
head of the arrow. The length
of the arrow has no relation�
ship to the time duration of
either of the activities it
connects.

3 ..

Activity

8

4. Restriction

5. Dummy or Mile
stone

6. Merge Point

7..

Burst Point

An activity is a time consuming
effort required to perform a
part of the project. Each node
represents an activity. The job
it represents is indicated by a
short phrase or letter symbol.
A restriction is a precedence
relationship which establishes
the sequence of activities.
When one activity must be com
pleted before a second one can
begin, the first is considered
to be a restraint on the second.
In this example� activity D is
a restriction on activity E.

A dummy node is used to indicate
a restraint relationship which
requires no time. It is treated
as an activity with zero time
duration. A dummy is never re
quired in the A-O=N method but
may be used for convenience or
clarification .. For example, it
may be used to indicate the
start and completion of a formula.
A merge point exists when two
or more activities are prede
cessors to a single activity.
All activities preceding the
merge activity (Act,ivity G in
this example) must be completed
before the merge activity can
proceed ..

A burst point exists when two
or more activities have a com
mon predecessor activity. None
of the activities generated from
the same predecessor activity
(Activity Din this example)
can be started until the burst
point activity is completed,
unless a lag factor is involvedo

Fi�ure 2.1 shows an A-0-N sub-project network structure before

a�y date were added.
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Information Collection

Information required for NBPM techniques, especially in initial

network development, must be obtained in a systematic manner from knowl
edgeable and reliable sources. Since some of the information needed is
variable and not always available or required in absolute terms, tech

niques that utilize other than a strictly quantitative approach must be

employed.

One such technique reported in the literature for obtaining

information was the executive approach (O'Brien, 1 97l) a The executive

approach utilizes two or three key people to determine certain informa
tion on a concensus of opinion basis by drawing from past experience

and detailed knowledge of certain processese This approach recognizes

that certain operational data were rendered impractical when presented
in a too precise and inflexible manner.

Due to its nature, the executive

approach could also be used for analysis of collected data.
2e5. The REST Algorithm

The REST (RESource-!.ime) Algorithm as presented in the literature

by Davis and Buchan (1 969) is a systematic method of allocating re

sources according to availability constraints specifically for the con

struction industry. Some of the more significant features of the REST

Algorithm were listed as follows:

l e activity work content could be dealt with in time units ap-

propriate for that particular operation (Example�

unit) ,

2.

1 minute

=

1 time

alternative levels of resource utilization and alternative

resource types could be considered for each activity,

3& an activity could simultaneously require as many resource
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types as desired,

4. resource availability could vary from one time period to

another,

5. the schedule could be projected for as many time periods

into the future as desired,

6. the efficiency of each level of resource application possible

had to be considered before scheduling could occur, and

7. the output in the form of a bar chart shows the number and

type of resources per activity per time period.

Although use of the REST procedure does not guarantee an optimum

schedule, the results generated by its application have been reported
as very encouraging.

CHAPTER 3

PROCEDURE

Decision = making regarding the allocation of resources is an

important function of food systems management o The growing complexity

of this decision-making process demands reliable data if productivity
standards are to be developed and productivity rates improved. The

development of a systematic scheduling methodology would assist in
generating the required data. The CPM method of activity analysis

combined with the A-0-N system of networking and a modification of the

REST Algorithm were selected as tools for developing the Resource Allo

cation Production Scheduling (RAPS) Algorithm for a traditional-type
food production system o

3.1 . A Traditional Food Production System

The operational constraints of a traditional food production

system were determined appropriate for methodology.development. A

traditional food production system was defined as one that prepared a

forecasted quantity of food on premise according to a predetermined menu

and served immediately after production. Meal serving times consistently

followed a predetermined pattern. A variety of market forms of food

could be used per a given formula, with limitations depending only on
availabil ity and/or managerial policieso

Although a traditional food production system utilizes many

different sub-systems in order to produce the predetermined menu, this
22

study was limited to experimentation with the hot food production sub-
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system. It was assumed that the other sub-systems could be independent

ly studied in a similar manner in order to derive a total scheduling

procedure if this became desirable in the future.

3.20 Description of the Hypothetical System

The hypothetical food production system established for this

study was modeled after a food service operation providing contract meal

service five days per.week to approximately 1200 university students o
The actual operation had been originally equipped to accommodate 500

clientele per meal within specified meal serving periods i but increased
demands on the system had necessitated the change from specified meal

hours to a continuous-type meal service.

In order to establish a hypothetical food production system

that operated under traditional constraints, yet was based on the on

going operation, adjustments and/or assumptions mainly in the areas of

the forecasted demand, meal hours, the cycle menu pattern j production

demands, layout and design, and operational policies of the system were
necessary.

Menu Formulation and Service

A hypothetical menu was written using hot food sub-projects

selected from the cycle menu of the ongoing university food service
operation.

Some modifications in the original cycle menu were made in order

to reduce the number of entrees offered at lunch and dinner from three

down to two. This sometimes necessitated changing other sub-projects
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within the meal in order to achieve a compatible menu o After all ad
justments were made, the net result was a conventional breakfast

menu consisting of a choice of fried or scrambled eggs, a select item
such as french toast, pancakes or an omelet, a choice from two break�

fast meats, and a hot cereal. The lunch meal generally consisted of
soup, two entrees, two starches, and two vegetables.

The dinner meal

followed the same pattern as the lunch meal except that soup was deleted o
The basic principles of menu planning ( West, et al. , 1 966) were

adhered to in menu selections. These included color, shape, texture,

flavor, consistency, and nutritional adequacy of combinations, as well

as required equipment and personnel indicated by the method of prepara

tion.

For the hypothetical food production system, the forecasted de

mand was set at 500 and fixed meal periods were establ ished based on

a five-day week� The meal serving periods were established as follows :
Breakfast

Lunch

Dinner

6 : 00 A . M o - 7: 30 A . M c

1 1 : 30 A o M o - 1 : 00 P o M o
4 : 30 P o M o - 6 � 00 P o M.

Forecasted demand for all sub-projects was estimated usi ng the base of

500 and applying the acceptability factors that were being used by the

product i on manager within the actual facility . The acceptability factors

were based on past records and it was assumed that the average number
of s ervings p repared for a given formula remained constant throughout
cycle rotat i ons o

Layout, Design, _ and Standard Operating Procedures

Pr i or to methodology development in any form , details of the
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layout and design of the hypothetical production system were required.

The production area , Figure 3 o l , was based on an adapted version of the
l ayout of Morril l Hall, Uni versity of Tennessee, Knoxville , used by

Beach (1 974).

In the hypothetical production system , the assumption was made

that formula food components were available in the proper quantity and
type when needed and that no delay was encountered in acquiring them .

Formula components were broken down by an ingredient assembly area and

were assumed delivered on a dail y basis to the food production unit from
a central suppl y warehouse.

Quantities delivered were based on stand

ardized formulae that had been computer-extended from a projected number
of servings forecasted by the production unit.

Dry components such as

spices were weighed and measured at the ingredient assembly area accord

ing to formula specifications and in accordance with an issue guide
that was compati ble with the perpetual inventory systemo

Issues received wi thin the production unit were placed in either

freezer , refr i gerator, or dry storage. Supply personnel were available

withi n the system for setting up formulae according to specif i cations

so that all components were i n the proper locati on when needed by per

sonnel doi ng actual preparation. All vegetabl e components that required
pre-preparati on were processed i n advance by the vegetable pre-prepara
tion sect i o n and assumed ready when needed , by hot food production per =
sonnel .

Oec ·i sions regarding pickup of formula components were thereby

mi n i m zed. A sufficient stock level of certain staple items were assumed
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FIGURE 3. 1 . SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF A HYPOTHETICAL FOOD PRODUCTION
SYSTEM . *

*Orig i nal ly adapted from layout of Morrill Hall Food Production
Unit, University of Tennessee, Knoxville Food Services.

Not drawn to scale.
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kept on hand to avoid stock-outs and issued by in-house supply personnel .
Freezer , refrigerator and · dry storage areas were assumed to be adequate
to meet all needs .

Formula (sub-project ) preparation was performed by skilled cooks

with the assistance of student personnel as needed. A basic management
policy regarding production with i n the hypothetical food production
fac ili ty was that the individual assigned to the preparation of a given

sub-project was totally responsible for the final product and the clean
up of the work area and all major equipment contained therein (vertical

job loadin� ) . Equipment cleaning was to be accomplished as immediately
as possible after utilization of a particular equipment resource.
Resource Identification
The first step for the scheduling process was to determ i ne the
resource types and quantities available to the scheduler within the

hypothetical food producti on system. The raw food products required
for production represented a critical resource , but i t has been already
assumed that this particular resource type was always available in the
requi red quantity. The other resou rce types that we re i den ti fi ed as

bei ng criti cally important to thi s study i ncluded time, labor, and

equipment.

Ti me constraints. Although time is regarded as the oasis for
any schedule , the time resource per se in this study was used as the
common denom i nator and the constraint for labor and equipment and to
define boundaries for operational periods. Figure 3.2 , Time Conversion

Scale , shows the 14 -hour operational period of the hypothetical production
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faci l i ty wi th one mi nute the time un i t of mea sure . The 1 4 -hour pe riod

converts to 840 mi nutes per operati onal day , u s i ng 5 : 00- A . M o as Time 0
( zero ) .

I n thi s s tudy cl ock time wi l l be expres sed as 6 : 00 A o M o , 1 : 00

P . M . , or a bl ock of time as 8 � 00 A o M o to 9 : 00 A ., Mo., etc . , whereas the

equ i val ent time when converted to the mi nute scal e wi l l be expres sed as

T60 , T480 , Tl 8Q t o T240 , etc . i respecti vely .

Labor constra i nts o Two l evel s of d i rect l abo r were assumed

ava i l abl e for producti on of hot food sub-proj ects : coo ks and student
pe rsonnel . Coo ks were of on l y one s k i l l l evel and there was no di s

ti ncti on wi thi n the category for va ryi ng l evel s of expe rti se . Studen t

pe rsonnel were ava i l abl e i n a pool ed�l abor s i tuati on and we re used to
suppl ement coo k l abor. The du ties performed by each l evel of d i rect
l abo r wa s in accordance wi th thei r respecti ve pos i ti on descri pti on s

wh i ch are summari zed as fol l ows :

Coo k : Works , wi th mi n imum superv i s i on , unde r the d i recti on of

a produ ct i on foreman i n the prepa rati on of a va ri ety of hot food i tems

appeari ng on the men u i ncl ud i ng meats , poul try , fi sh , pota toes , vege
tabl es , soups , grav i es , and breakfast i tems .

Fol l ows worksheet and

standardi zed formu l ae wh i ch spec i fy methods and quanti ties of prepa ra

ti on ; respons i bl e for the management of time and ma teri al s i n order to

meet producti on deadl i nes . Respons·i bl e for the p i cki ng up of formu l a

components fo r ass i gned menu i tems from the refri gerato r , freeze r , or

dry stores area and the trans portation of these to the respec ti ve work
areas . Sl i ces and arranges food i tems in pans for transportati on to
the serv i ng l i ne and/or food wa rmer. Mu s t be knowl edgeabl e i n the

operation, cleaning, and replacement of all major equipment used in
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the preparation of foodo Transports dirty utensils, pots, and pans to
the appropriate cleaning area. Cleans immediate work area after each

use o Must be able to instruct and direct student personnel assigned
to assist in hot food productiono

Student personnel: When assigned to production, works largely

as an assistant to a skilled cook in the preparati on and service of hot
food items o If qualified, can assume full responsibility for prepara

tion of less complicated menu items as deemed appropriate by the produc
tion foreman. Assists in transporting finished products to the serving

line and/or food warmers on an as-needed basiso Cleans major equipment
and work area utilized during preparation and/or assists the skilled

cook in clean-up of major equipment and transportation of utensils, pots,
and pans to the appropriate cleaning area o

As a standard operati ng procedure, student personnel were always as

signed full responsibility for the preparation , of some breakfast items (i . e . ,
grilled items) and responsib i lity for the grilling process of other break

fast items cooked to order such as eggs, pancakes, french toast, and omelets .
Labor quantities available :

For ease of understanding and the

creation of a realistic hypothetical food production system adequate for
application of the RAPS Algorithm, it was ne.cessary to postulate or

initialize the number of personnel resource types available. Any figure
coul d have been arbitrarily chosen, but some effort was made to maintain
as realisti c a situation as possible o The number of cooks postulated

was based on two eight and one-half hour shifts daily (5 : 00 A. M o to l : 30

P o M� , 1 0 : 30 A. M o to 7 : 00 P o M o ) and was set at three Full Time

Equivalents/shift u This resulted in three cooks being available from
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5 : 00 A. M. to l0 : 30 A @ M. , six cooks available from 10 : 30 A. M � to l : 30 P. M. ,
and three cooks available from 1: 30 P o M . to 7 : 00 P. Mo Student personnel

were used throughout the food production facility although the hot food
production section had highest priority for use. Student personnel

were available throughout the 14-hour operational· period.

Except at

breakfast, students were utilized in hot food production only if enough

cook personnel were not available to handle the production workload.

If no need existed for a given time period, then student personnel were

not scheduled. The object was to minimize student personnel use.

Within the student personnel labor pool, the quantity was initialized

at 20 as the total being available during any given time period through

out the day .

Labor time available : Labor time available for cooks was calcu

lated on the basis of an eight hour work day with two fifteen minute

breaks and one thirty minute meal period or an eight and one-half hour

shift . Each cook had seven and one-half hours or 450 minutes of pro

ductive time available . Labor time available for student personnel
fluctuated and was, therefore, difficult to calculate.

Due to class

schedules, seldom would one student personnel work a full-day shift.

Meal periods were added on to the number of productive hours that the

student had requested to work and breaks were authorized for student

personnel on the same basis as authorized for cooks. A fifteen minute
break was al l owed for each four hours of work. Student personnel were

required to work a minimum of eight hours per week i with a maximum al

lowab l e number of 20 hours per week. L�he most significant aspect of the

s tudent personnel ava i l abi l i ty constra i nt was that i t was more than
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adequate a nd proj ected demands wou l d never exceed avai l a bi l i ty wi th i n
the hypotheti cal food producti on sys tem .
Equ i pmen t con s tra i nts e Wi th i n the hypotheti ca l food produ cti on

sys tem , there were 1 1 major types of equ i pment u ti l i zed by producti on

personnel i n the preparati on of the cycl e men u . The l ocati on of these

pi eces of equ i pment wi th i n the hypotheti cal food producti on fac i l i ty
i s s hown i n Fi gure 3 . 1 . Tabl e 3 . 1 l i s ts these pi eces of equ i pment
al ong wi th a bri ef descri pti on of each o

Some equ i pment shown i n F i gure

3 . 1 was not requi red i n hot food producti on and therefore was not i n
cl uded i n Tabl e 3 . 1 .
Equ i pment t i me ava i l abl e :

Producti ve time avai l abl e for each

pi ece of equ i pmen t wi th i n the hypo theti ca l food producti on sys tem was
assumed to be 1 4 hours or 840 mi nu tes per day. A p i ece of equ i pment

was con s i dered producti ve i f i t was bei ng uti l i zed for any purpose , re
gardl es s of whether or not personnel were s i mu l taneously requ i red for
i ts operati on .

I f two or more pi eces of equ i pment of the same resource

type were avai l abl e , such as three vi scher cookers , then the producti ve
time avai l abl e was cons i dered to be 2 520 mi nutes .

I n some i ns tances ,

determ i nati on of the t i me ava i l abl e was affected by the functi onal u se

made of a parti cul ar equ i pmen t resou rce .

For exampl e , the two g ri l l s

l ocated wi thi n the ki tchen a rea of the hypotheti cal food producti on
sys tem were cl ass i fi ed d i fferentl y than the gri l l l ocated on the serv i ng
1 i ne i n terms of thei r re source types ( Fi gure 3 . 1 ) . The gri 1 1 o n the
serv i Y'lg l i ne functi oned o n l y for on- l i ne breakfa s t preparati on whereas

TABLE 3 . l

MAJOR EQU I PMENT USED I N HOT FOO D PRODUCTION
Equi pment

Gri l l

Gr i 1 1

Fryer, Deep Fat

Oven, Rotary

Oven, Convecti on
S l i cer, Food
Mi xer, Fl oor

Cooker, Vi scher

Code
GA

GB
DF

OR
OC

FS

M

VC

Descri pt i on

2 resource uni ts ; 24 11 x 36 11 total area, automati c thermostat
control per uni t
4 resource uni ts ; 481 x 72 11 total area, automati c thermostat
control per uni t
2 resource units ; conventi onal i nstant deep fat fryers,
automati c temperature control, qui ck heat recovery, free
standing, 1 0#/fryer food capaci ty under normal condi ti ons,
1 4# fryer maxi mum
l resource uni t ; 6 shelf, with capabi li ty to adjust to 1 2
shelf capaci ty ; each shelf wi ll hold l standard sheet pan
or l counter pan, gi vi ng a 1 2 ·pan capaci ty
2 resource units ; forced air ci rculati on, . capaci ty per each
uni t 6 standard sheet pans or 1 2 counter pans
l resource uni t ; table model, automati c, adjustabl e, positi ve
angle feed, gauge plate to control thi ckness of slice
1 resource unit ; floor model w/adaptor for standard s i ze bowls
and attachments, multi pl e speed, automati c shutoff
3 resource uni ts ; capacity per each uni t, l each half s i ze
standard counter pans
1

Total mi nutes
avai l abl e
1 680

3360
1 680
840

1 680

840

840

2520

w
w

TABLE 3 . 1 (conti nued)
Descri pt i on

Total minutes
avai lable

Equipmen:

Code

Kettle, Steam
Jacketed
Kettle, Steam
Jacketed
Kettle, Steam
Jacketed

SKA

1 resource unit ; 5 gallon capacity, table-mounted, tilting

840

SKB

1 resource unit ; 20 gallon capacity, floor-mounted, ti lting

840

S KC

2 resource units ; 60 gallon capacity, floor-mounted, tilting

1680

w

.f::,.

the two remaining grill units were utilized for all other preparation
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requiring grills. What is customarily and physically conceived as one

grill unit was considered as two resource units for the purpose of this
study because two heating controls per grill permitted simultaneous

utili zati on for two different sub-projects. For some other pieces of

equipment, time availabilities were affected by the degree of tempera
ture control possible within the equipment resource even though the
particular piece of equipment may not have been loaded to capacity

during the cooking of a given formula. In those cases, the piece of

equipment was classified as one unit since utilization for a particular
product would allocate the entire piece of equipment unless, by chance,

cooking temperatures of two simultaneous items were identical.
3. 3. The RAPS Algorithm

The REST Algorithm presented in the literature by Davis and

Buchan ( 1 969 ) was used as the basis upon which to develop the Resource

Allocation Production Scheduling ( RAPS) Algorithm for hot food produc
tion ..

The RAPS Algorithm was composed of three main phases. These

phases represented considerations that should be made in the resource

allocation process within a food production system.
as follows : .
phase

The phases were

1. Pre-scheduling analysfa--also termed the planning or input
2.

Scheduling--utilization of input data ; the processing stage

3. Post-scheduling analysis--also termed the control phase
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These three phases provided a l ogical , objective framework upon which
to buil d a systematic scheduling procedure .

A prerequisite for application of the RAPS Algorithm was the
availability of a detailed l isting of the work to be accomplished in
the form of the cycle menu with forecasted demand determined . A pro
cedure for accomplishing this prerequisite has been presented in sec
tion 3 a 2 of this chapter.
Phase 1 : Pre-schedul ing Analysis
The pre-scheduling analysis phase of the RAPS Algorithm consisted

of eight initial input procedures performed in the fol lowing order :

I nitiate activity analysis. Formulae standardi zed for ingredients
only were used as a guide to initiate activity a nalysis of that particu

lar formula by l isting activities contained therein on a worksheet
format simil ar to that used by Beach (1974) . Appendix C shows a

sample worksheet which permits the recording of precedence relationships
between activities within a formula ; l abor , equipment , and time stand
ardization data; and activity identification .
Time estimates .

Using the executive approach advocated by O ' Brien

(1971) , time estimates in minutes were obtained for each activity within

the formula Q

I nitiate network construction . With the activity anal ysis data ,
an initial network was constructed for each formula (sub-project) using
the A-0-N system of network construction described by Buchan and Davis
( 1 974).

Network additions . The initial network was rendered more com
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plete by the addition of the activity duration, activity content, and

activity number as follows :
General
Activity
Format

Where :

t = estimated time
or duration of
the activity in
minutes

Description

=

Brief mention
of the activity
content

ID = number assigned
to the activity

Establish production demands for the sub-project. Based on fore

casted demand and the nature of preparation of the menu item, specific

production quantities were established to simulate the demands of the
meal serving period.

Advance preparation check. The sub-project network was checked

to determine if any advance preparation activities or processes were

included. Advance preparation within a sub-project was defined as any

preparation imposed by technological constraints, i.e., the formula in

structions specified that it must be done in order to produce the desired
product (for example, marinating, breading , etc.). Advance preparation
that was of concern at this point was not due to management-induced,

or policy, constraints.

Fixed ·i nterval ( FI) determination. A fixed interval within each

sub-project was identified as that activity or activity set that repre

sented the critical production deadline to successful preparation of the
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formul a i n rel ation to the time boundari es of the meal serv i ng peri od .

Si nce mo st production and/or servi ce functi ons wi th i n the sys tem reached
a pea k at the beg i nn i ng of the meal servi ng peri od and hel d to pea k

performance unti l some poi nt du ri ng or up to the end of the meal servi ng

p eri od , the fi xed i nterval was a l og i cal po i nt of reference i n schedu l i ng .

Acti vi ties that were con trol l a bl e from a start-compl ete standpo i nt were
merged towards a common poi n t , the fi xed i nterval o The fi xed i nterva l

wi th i n a g i ven sub-project coul d i ncl ude anywhere from one to an i nfi n i te
number of acti v i ti es o

The fixed i nterval wi th i n a g i ven sub-project was of a nature

that enabl ed i t to be cl as s i fi ed i nto one of the fol l owi ng categori es :
a . one that co i nc i ded exactly wi th the establ i shed mea l serv i ng

periods of the hypotheti cal food producti on system ,

b . one tha t started at some po i n t pri or to the establ i shed start

of the meal servi ng peri od but te rmi nated duri ng or wi th the end of the
mea l servi ng peri od ,

c . one whose beg i nn i ng and end i ng po i nts occurred prior to the

mea l serv i ng peri od ,

The fi xed i nterval served as a restri ction on al l succeed i ng acti v i t i es

because such acti vi ti es coul d not be accompl i shed unti l after the fi xed
i nterval i even i f resources were ava i l abl e for compl eti on .

The fi xed i nterva l wi th i n a g i ven sub- proj ect was set off by

brackets , wi th al l acti vi ti es wi th i n the brackets bel ong i ng to the fi xed

i n terval . Fi xed i nterval s were then i dent i f i ed wi th a sequenti al number

i ng sys tem �o that no two fixed i nterval s were assoc i ated wi th the same

sub-project. The fixed i nterva l s were l abel ed over the brackets i n the

general form of :
Where �
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Fi n

FI = fixed interval

n = the identification label for a speci
fic sub-project fixed interval, start
ing with 1 and going to n ·
Fixed intervals were listed separately, along with the particular activ

ities included in the interval, for easier reference.

Figure B. l shows an example of how the fixed interval is identi

fied and represented in a sub-project network. The network in Figure

B. l is based on a forecasted demand of 144 to be prepared throughout the

breakfast meal serving period. The fixed interval in this particular

sub-project would be classified as type a above because the production

or preparation cycle coincides exactly with the meal serving period.

Production is continuous and the time at which the preceding and succeed
ing activities are accomplished is determined largely by the time at

which the fixed interval occurs. Activities 103 and 104 are the activ
ities within the fixed interval i n this particular sub-project. This
fixed interval is uniquely identified as FI 1 •

Network time computations. Time computations on the sub-project

network followed the method described by Buchan and Davis (1974). The
desired time data were arrived at by performing a forward pass and a
backward pass on the network. Upon completion of both passes, each

activity had four pieces of time data depicted in the following general
format :
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ES

EC

LS

LC

Where :
ES = Earl y Sta rt Time

EC = Earl y Compl ete Time

LS = Late Start T i me

LC = Late Compl ete T i me

The purpose of the forward pass was to determine the Earl i est

Start time and the Ea rl i est Compl ete time for each acti v i ty and the

total estimated s ub-project duration . The computati ons for each s u b

proj ect proceeded from a time reference po i nt of zero ( 0 ) and i t was

ass umed that each acti v i ty began as soon as poss i bl e , i . e . , i mmed i atel y
upon compl eti on of i ts predecessor . The forward pass time val ues were
cal cul ated as fol l ows :
Where :

ES r n + t = EC r n

ES = Ac ti vi ty Earl y Sta rt Time
I D = A Parti cual r Acti v i ty

t = Estima ted Time Dura ti on o f the Acti vi ty

EC = Acti v i ty Early Compl ete T i me

Computati onal conti nu i ty through the netwo rk was obtai ned by the formul a

set :

ES + t = EC
1
1
EC 1 = ES 2
ES k = maxi mum EC j ; j = 1 , 2 , -=- , k - 1
E � 2 + t = �c 2
I

I

I

I

I

ES l. + t

I

=

EC l.

Where :

i = First Activity i n the Network
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k = Any Activity

j = Predecessor Acti vity to k

i = Last Activity i n the Network

Upon reachi ng the completi on node j the largest EC time value at that

poi nt was consi dered the esti mated sub-project durati on . Thi s value

should be recorded i n the completi on node. At all merge poi nts, the

longest time to that poi nt was carri ed forward i n the computati on be

cause the cri ti cal path represents the longest route through a network.

The backward pass through the network was performed i n a mirror

i mage fashi on. Its purpose was to provi de the Late Complete t i me and

the Late Start ti me for each activi ty as well as to smooth the way for

further computati ons. The backward pass began with the sub-project com
pleti on node and the sub-project durati on value contai ned therei n and
worked backwards through the network to the start nodeo The network

durati on value was used as the LC time for all acti vities that were

i mmedi ate predecessors to the completi on node. The backward pass ti me

val ues were calculated as follows :
Where :

LC I D - t = LS1 0

LC = Acti vity Late Complete Time
I D = A Parti cular Activi ty
t

=

Estimated Ti me Durati on of the Activity .

LS = Acti v i ty Late Start Time
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Computational continuity through the network was obtained by the formula
set:
LC 1. - t

LS k

LS 1.

minimum LCi _
(k + l) ; k = k, k + 1, ---, i
LS; = LC; _ k
f
f

=

I
I

Where:

=

I

I

LS2 = LC 1
LC1 - t = LS1
i

=

Last Activity in the Network

k

=

Any Activity

i- k

=

Immediate Predecessor(s) to Last Activity

1

=

First Activity in the Network

At all merge points, the shortest time to that point was carried forward
in the computations o

There are two exceptions whereby the forward and backward pass

computational formula sets may not apply directly. These exceptions
will occur on the activities tha t are inmedia te predecessors to the
fixed interval on the forward and backward pass, respectively o

Such

i nstances indicate that a certain amount of slack time exists between

activities. For these situations, computations should be made through
the predecessor activities, with time values picked up on the opposite
side of the fixed interval in order to maintain continuity.

F i gure 8 . 2 shows the computational results of performi ng the

forward and backward pass on the sub-project network for Fried Eggs.

Note that activities 103 and 104 are now treated as one activity with

one set of t i me data since they compose the fixed interval.

Because
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the fi xed interval is of type a the ES, LS and EC, LC times of the

fixed interval coincide exactly with the meal serving period times .

The times of the fixed interval can be put in before any of the other
computations are performed, if desired, because the times will not

change .

The durati on of the fixed interval is now easi ly obtainable

by taking the difference between the start time (Early or Late) and

the completion time (Early or Late) of the fixed interval .

Figure 3. 2

should be utilized if a conversion from network time to clock time
is desired.

At the time the forward and backward passes were performed, two

other purposes were also served .

The first, in the forward pass, was

that the critical path through the network was determined.

longest route through the sub-project network.

It was the

The second, in the back

ward pass, was the generated ability to compute a criterion value for

each activity.

This value served as a criterion for the resource load

ing pri orities within the sub-project during the actual scheduling phase .
The criterion value for each activity was computed by the formula :
Where :

CV I D = LS + LC

CV = Criterion Value

I D = The Particular Activity Identification Number

LS � Late Start Time of the Activity

LC = Late Complete Time of the Activity

The criterion value for each activity was added to the sub-project

network and depicted in the following manner :

ES

LS

CV

CV

EC
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Where :

LC

CV = Criterion Value

The dotted line between , the two CV 1 s on the above example indicates that

the criterion value could be placed in either of the two positions on

the node depending on which position was least confusing when consider
ing the location of other figures on the network. The criterion val ue
served as a quantitative decision-maker because it insured priority

treatment, during the scheduling phase, for critical activities within

each sub-project.

Figure B . 3, shows the addition of the criterion values and the

critical path to the sub-project network o

Phase 2 :

Scheduling

Upon completion of the pre-scheduling phase, the actual scheduling

process was accomplished. The first four steps of the scheduling phase

represented decisions that were required prior to allocating resources.

The scheduling phase of the RAPS Algorithm was as follows :

Scheduling worksheet design. The RAPS Algorithm Scheduling

Worksheet was designed to meet specific requirements of the hypothetical
food production system. The major design criteria considered were com

pleteness, cl ari ty, and ease of handling and recording data. A work

sheet wa s desired that had the capacity to handle a full day's production
schedu l e �
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Selection of a scheduling interval o The selection of an appro
priate scheduling interval significantly influenced the final worksheet
design. Criteria for selection of an interval were based on a tradeoff
between the amount of control desired by the user and the physical size
of the worksheet o The size of the interval selected had a positive
relationshi p to the degree of control; the smaller the interval, the
greater the control o
Scheduling worksheet draw-upo After all design considerations
were resol·ved � the actual scheduling worksheet was drawn. One basic
grid was drawn, with the daily scheduling of activities done on acetate

placed over the grid o Appendix C shows the general format of the

RAPS Algorithm Scheduling Worksheet util ized by the hypothetical food
production system.
Entry 2 coding , and initializing of resource types. Resources
identified for the study were entered under the Resource Units Available
section of the RAPS Algorithm Scheduling Worksheet. Resources included
both the personnel resource types of cook and student personnel and the
equipment resource types listed in Table 3.1. The alphabetic resource

code for cook was 1 1 C 1 1 and the code for student personnel was 11 SP . 1.' Al
phabetic codes for the equipment resource types were as listed in Table
3.1.
In addition to an alphabetic code, resource types were assigned

a symbolic co l or codeo This was necessary to facilitate ease of identi
ficati on on the acetate overlay. Resource types were grouped together

in a functional manner, with a general resource category util izing the
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same col or code but a d i fferent bar symbol o Th i s kept the number of
requ i red col o rs to a mi n i mum . The sequence of entry onto the RAPS

Al gori thm Schedu l i ng Worksheet and the symbol i c col or cod i ngs for the
vari ous resou rce types were as fol l ows :
Resource Type
Cooks

Symbol

Student Personnel

Yel l ow
-0 -0--0--0

Kettl e , Steam , A ( 5 Gal )

Kettl e , Steam , B ( 20 Gal )

Kettl e , Steam , C ( 60 Ga l )

Oven , Rotary

Oven , Convecti on
Cooker, Vi scher

Fryer , Deep Fat

Mi xer, Fl oor
Sl i cer , Food

Red

Bl ac k

Gri l l A

Gri l l B

Col or Code

Yel l ow

Green
--0--0--0--0

. ·------. . ·---

• • ••

Green

Green
Bl ue
Bl ue

Orange
Orange

V i ol et

V i ol et

I n i ti a l i zi ng of resou rce types was accompl i shed by enteri ng , i n

each time i nterva l on the "Ava i l abl e" l i ne , the prev i ou s l y establ i shed
l i mi tati on s of the hypotheti cal food producti on sys tem .
Resou rce/work content l oad i ng. The resou rce/work content l oadi ng

req u i red the user to make resource al l ocation dec i s i ons regard i ng i n

d i v i dual acti v i ti es of the hypotheti cal food producti on system and to
record these dec i s i ons on a RAPS Al gori thm Schedu l i ng Worksheet i n a
systemati c mannero
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All information generated by the resource/work content loading
process was recorded under the columns headed "Activity Code 1 1 through
11

Criterion Value" on the RAPS Algorithm Scheduling Worksheet. This

process can best be explained through an example provided by the sub
project network in Figure B . 3 . In this particular sub-project , the

demand can normally be handled by one personnel resource and one equip
ment resource.

Utilizing the network and activity analysis, the ap

plicable portion of the scheduling worksheet was completed reflecting
resource allocat ion as shown in Table 3 o2 . Note that the individual

activities within the sub-proj ect were listed according to criterion
value, i.e o , smallest to largest, and not necessarily according to their
numeric identification or activity code.

Immediately after enteri ng

the criterion value for a given activity, the acti vity code (ID number }
and the predecessor were entered .
TABLE 3 .2
RESOURCE/WORK CONTENT LOADING SAMPLE

Activity
Code
100
101
102
Fl i
10
1 05

ARU*, ERU**
1; 1

1

f, 2
-1 ,· 1
1 , 2; 1
1

Remaining
Work
Content
SP-2; GA-2
GA-15
SP-5
SP-90; GA-90
SP-20; GA-20
SP-2

*Actual Resource Units
**Efficient Resource Units

Predecessor
None
1 00
None

1 01 , 102

FI 1
FI1

Criterion
Value
88

1 05
115
210
320
338
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The completion of the ARU (actual resource units), ERU (effi
cien t resource units) , and Remaining Work Content columns were performed
next . The ARU , ERU column served to record the decisions of the user

regarding the number of resource units that were to be allocated to a
given activity based on what was nonnal, practical . and/or desi rable
versus what would be the most efficient or maximum number of resource
units that could be util ized if available . The Remaining Work Content

column immediately followed up this decision by identifying the actual
resource type , along with the number of mi nutes of allocation required,
or estimated 9 for the particular activity .

Activity 100 in Table 3.2 had an ARU, ERU of 1 ; 1 and a Remaining

Work Content of SP-2; GA-2. This was interpreted so that the first 1

under ARU, ERU served as both the actual and efficient resource number;
SP-2 in the Remaining Work Content column was int�rpreted to mean that

two minutes of time were required of student person.nel in order to ac
complish that portion of the activity. The second 1 in the ARU , ERU

column ( next to activity 100) was interpreted so that the 1 serves as

both the ARU and ERU number for activity 100 , and the GA-2 means that

two minutes of time was required of Grill A in order to accomplish that
portion of the activity.

With each ARU , ERU entry , there had to be a

matching Remaining Work Content entry that specified a resource type
and a time allocation.

For activity 100 (turning on grill) , the use of

one personnel resou rce and one grill was determined normal. This all oca
tion simultaneously represented the most effi cient number because the

allocati on of any additional resources on the activity, even if available,
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would have been a waste. A semicolon ( ;) was used to separate different
resource types .

Activity 1 06 in Table 3.2 represented another aspect of the re

source al location decision. The first numbers in the ARU, ERU set

( i , 2)

were interpreted to mean that two resource units could be feasibly al
located to the activity if available. However, based on managerial

policy and other limitatio.ns, _one resource unit was considered normal

and was . also the preferred allocation at this particular time. The pre

ferred allocation in a case where the ARU and ERU values were not the

same was indicated
by a horizontal notation over the preferred number (1 ).
"
The corresponding information in the Remaining Work Content column was
interpreted to mean that 20 minutes of student per�.o nne1 time (assume

one. SP was- allocat,d si nce that is the preferred loading ) was required

in order to accompli sh that portion of _ the activi ty. The va.lue on the.

other side -0f - the semicolon indicates one resource unit as both the ARU

and E�U value and the corresponding designation in the Remaining Work

Content col umn means that 20 minutes of Grill A time must be allocated in
order to complete the activity.

A significant chijracteristi� of the manner in which the resource/

work content loaqing was a<;complis�ed was the priority sequencing in

troduc�d by the criterion .va 1 ues. Cornparison of Figure B . 3 with

Tabl e 3 . 2 revealed tha_t th� criterion value gave first priority ,t<:> .

activit.ies ,on the critical path. In more complex networks where there

· was a large number of activities occurring simultaneously outside of

the critical path, the criterion value .s�rved as the quantitative basis .

for el i mi nating the guesswork from sequencing various activities, without
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chanci ng del ay ,to the sub-project o In cases where more than one

acti vi ty ,had the s ame cri te ri on val ue , pri ciri ty was g i ven to the
acti v i ty on the cri ti cal path . Otherwi se , the pri ori ty l i sti ng was
l eft tq the di screti on -0 f the u ser .

Ba r graph constructi on and adjustment >of resource profi l e o Wi th

the ·resource/work content l oadi ng as a gu i de , a col or-coded bar graph

was cons tructed on the RAPS Algori thm Schedul i ng Worksheet for the s ub
proj ect to dep i ct resource a l l ocati ons over time i nterva l s . Bar g raph

constructi on was centered around the fi xed i nterva l of the sub- proj ect.

The · abil i ty to construct an opti mum bar graph schedul e was predi cated

on the use -0 f Late Start (LS) times for acti v i ti es prev i ous to the f i xed
i nterval and Ea rl y Compl ete ( EC ) times for acti vi ti es after the fi xed
i nterval .

As the bar graph was constructed on an acti v i ty-by-acti v i ty bas i s

fo r the enti re s ub�project , the resource profi l e ( tota l resource re

qu i rements for a g i ven resource , time i nterval by time i nterval , over
the l ength of the schedu l e ) i n the 11 Resource Un i ts . Ava i l abl e" port i on

of the RAPS Al gori thm Schedul i ng Works he. e t was adjus ted to refl ect each

al l ocat i on . Bar graph construct i on wi l l be demons trated i n Chapter 4 .
Phase 3 : Post-schedu l i ng Analys is

The post-schedu l i ng ana l ys i s phase of the procedure was des i gned

to provi de a method of anal yz i ng the optimum schedu l e so that any poss i bl e
adj u stments requ i red to meet resource l imi tation requ i rements coul d be

i n i ti ated . A sys temati c process for perform i ng thi s ana l ys i s con s i sted

of the fol l owi ng :

Compute daily resource requirements. Total resource require

ments of each resource typ>e were determined for each time interva 1 of
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the ,schedule via use of -the 11 Resource Units. Avaj l abl.e 11 portion of · the
RAPS Algorithm Scheduling Worksheet.

Total resource requirements were determined by taking the dif- .

ferenc� between the initialized number of resource units for the par

ticular resource type and the final figur.e ·left in the 11 A.vailable 11 time .

interval for the resource type. The figure derived was reco rded directl y
underneath the corresponding -interval on . the 11 R.equired 11 line.. For

example, assume that a _ particular time -interval for an equipment resource

was initializ�d at 3 units (this . represented the resource limitation)

and that . afte�
the resource transactions for the day, the final figure
.

in the 11 Available 11 ;bloc� was 1. The required number of resource units

required for that particular interval was then determi ned . by the

foll owing :

Initi alized number of avai labl.e units

(Minus) .Remaining number of units :at end of transactions
Number of Resource units -util ized (required)

=
=
=

3
1

2

Likewise ,_ assume that with a gi ve11 personnel re�ource type the number
of resource units available w�s initialized at 3 for a given� time in

terval v At the end of the day's res�urce transactions , the final figure
left in the 1 1 Avai lable 1 1 block of the time interval was -3. The require
ments fer that particular ti me interval were 6, a demand that exceeded

ava i l ab i 1 i ty .by 3.

Make smoothing passes. Before the resource profile ( s) could be
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realistically evaluated, some adjustments to the optimum schedule were

necessary .. These adjustments were termed 11 passes 11 because they were

performed on a one-by�one . basis throughout the entire day ' s schedule o

The passe. s were formulated to satisfy some of the most common excessive

demand problems · and simultaneously smooth some "Of the peaks ahd

valleys of -demand that were inherent with the use of LS and EC times

geared to a fixed interval. The effects of pass application on the. re

source profile were recorded in order to facilitate the decision-making
process .

Analytical presentation of data. After computation of total

daily resource requirements and application of the smoothing passes,

comparative resource . data showing the optimum and adjusted schedule re

quirements were presented in two forms-... one for personnel · resources and
one for equipment resources. Personnel resource profiles by day were

presented in graphic form to illustrate fluctuations in demand through

out time intervals on an optimum and adjusted basis. Equipment resource
data were presented in the form of utilization rates by day for each

equipment resource type on an optimum and adjusted basis. The utiliza

tion rate was computed using the fol lowing formula :

Number of minutes of actual use
Equi pment uti lizaTo"tal number of minutes available X lOO = tion . percentage

Consider appropriat� alternatives. At this step of the RAPS Al

gori thm , the adjusted resource data was used as a decision-making tool

for eva l uating the need to adopt or introduce other alternatives avail able

to the system for meeting the imposed resource 1 imitation .criteria . of ·
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the schedule • . The range of avail able alternatives were identified and,
for purposes of this study, recommendations. for application were pro

jected. In an actual operation, selected alternatives could be .imple

mented and an operational bar graph schedule made ready for use. Ob

viously, if resource limitation criteria had been satisfied after the

analytical presentation of data, the alternative consideration process

would be unnecessary .

3 . 4 . Analysi.s of the RAPS Algorithm as a Management Tool

The RAPS (Resource Allocation Production Scheduling) Algorithm

for use in the hot food section of a food production .system operating

under traditional constraints was analyzed using the executive approach
as a dvocated by O ' Brien (1 971) . The executive panel was composed of

two top and one middle management food service personnel with a variety
of experienceso Analysis was aimed at identifying the relati ve worth

of . the algorithm in terms of practical application within the food serv

ice management and training field and the making -of -recommendations
regarding feasibility of further application .,

The analysis was performed in one session conducted in seminar

fashion with an oral presentation of the study . The session was recorded
on cassette tape .

CHAPTER 4
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The procedure presented in Chapter 3 was used to generate
data needed by management for determining resource requirements within
a food production system . The procedure was applied to the hot food
component of a hypothetical food production system that functioned
under traditional constraints, where food was prepared on premise and
served immediately after production during predetermined time periods .
4.l o The Procedural Flowchart Model
The RAPS (Resource Allocation Production Scheduling) Algorithm
presented in Chapter 3 allowed for the construction of a procedural
mode� that was represented in a flowchart format. Presentation of
the scheduling methodology in this manner encouraged brevity and
clarity within a logical framework. Figure 4 . 1 shows the model in
detai1 .
Menu Formulation

Table B a l is the five-day menu of hot foods adapted from the

food service operation providing production data for this research.
Forcasted demand for individual formulae was based on acceptability
data provi ded by the production manager in conjunction with past
production records. Second servings of items were accounted for by
using accepta.bil ity factors greater than 100 percent . Standardized
54
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formu l ae us ed for producti on of the hypotheti ca l men u were obta i ned
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from the Compu ter Reci pe Fi l e ma i n ta i ned and uti l i zed by a l l uni vers i ty
food prod ucti on fa c i l i ti es . The market form of food us ed was a s s umed
exactly as s peci fi ed on the formu l a . When referen ced formu l ae were
counted , the men u i n Ta bl e 8 . 1 conta i ned 90 sepa ra te formul ae or
s ub -proj ects .

4 . 2 . App l i cati on of the RAPS Al gor i thm to the Hypotheti cal
Food Producti on Sys tem
Steps 2 - 27 of the Procedura l F l owchart Model ( Fi gure 4 . 1 )
were appl i ed to the hypotheti ca l food producti on sys tem for the manual
s chedu l i ng of fi ve days of hot food producti on .

F i ve days represen ted

a one-week menu to the hypotheti cal sys tem s i n ce the sys tem was
non-ope rati onal on week-ends .
Acti v i ty Ana lys i s
Acti vi ty ana l ys i s for each o f the 90 formu l ae was comp l eted as

represented by F i gure 8 . 4 , Act i vi ty Ana l ys i s for Scramb l ed Eggs , Day 1 .
The fi rs t a cti v i ty of each formul a was the i n i ti a l p i ckup of

i ngred i en ts and the l as t acti v i ty the cl ean-up of maj o r eq ui pment and

the work a rea . Acti vi ti es s uch as maj or c l eani ng or moppi ng in other
than the i mmedi ate work a rea were not i n cl uded .

F ormu l ae were con

s i dered i ndependent l y of each other when acti v i t i es were defi ned .
Act i v i ty determi nati on , l abor types and maj or equ i pment
requ i remen ts per acti vi ty , and p redece s s or rel a t i onsh i ps were performed
by an admi n i s trati ve d i eti t i an .

Th i s i nformati on was based on the

standardized formulae, constraints of the hypothetical system, and
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on-the-job experience in quantity food production and service.

The preparation instructions within the formula determined the

type of activities to be performed and their general order of occurrence.

A numbering system for establishing a distinct identity fqr each activity
was used starting with the first activity of Day l identified as

activity 100. From there, acti vities were sequentially numbered with
a block of unused numbers left between sub-projects so that, if

necessary, other activities could be added to a sub-project without

disturbing the entire identification structure.

When activity descriptions were listed on the worksheet all

perti nent production information such as cooking temperatures, cooking

times, mixing speeds, and pan sizes were included for future use. The ·

mos t significant component (s), along with the quantity required for the

forecasted demand of the specific formula, were also noted on the

worksheet. If the forecasted demand for a specific formula did not

coincide with . the precalculated serving quantities already listed on

the standardized formula, quantities were determined by the administrative
dietiti an through l inear interpolation . Labor level requirements were

determined based on positional description summaries. Major equipment
requirements per acti vity were determined based on specifications of

the standardi zed formulae. Activities were considered independently

when allocating major equipment. Data that were needed for a particular
formula but not available on the standardized formula print-out were

obtained from key personnel withi n the university food service system.
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Determination of immediate task predecessors within the formulae
was based on principles reported by Buchan and Davis ( 1974).

To

represent the correct dependency relationships between activities
within the sub-proj ect without defeating the underlying purpose of
activity analysis, customary production practice and resource avail
ability were ignored . All external influences were eliminated and
only procedural and technological constraints were considered .

In

complex formulae where there were several activities occurring
simultaneously, the correct precedence relationships were often
difficult to visualize mentally .

In those cases, the immediate

activity predecessor was not determined until construction of the
network . The graphic nature of the network provided the degree of
clari ty necessary for resolving precedence relationship conflicts .
Acti vity Time Estimates
Activity time duration estimates for all activities were
projected using the executive approach advocated by O ' Brien (1971) .
The executive panel was composed of an administrative dieti tian and two
production managers who had had experience in the food producti on uni t
where data were obtained. The panel had a total of 64 man�years of

experience in supervising and/or performing quantity food production .
Guidelines for estimating .

A briefing was held with the

members of the executive panel before any estimates were projected .
This meeting served to familiarize panel members with the purpose of
the study , the layout and design, constraints and operational assumptions
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established for the hypothetical facility , and the forms used for
recording time data .

The guidelines and considerations of Buchan and Davis ( 1974 )

were followed by the executive panel in performing the actual activity
time duration estimates . Time estimates were based on a normal level

of effort for a given activity . A normal level of effort was defined

as the amount of effort that consistently produced satisfactory results
in balanced stress situations . The same resource level was used for

all sub-projects in order that consistency and some degree of estimate
reliability be maintained throughout the sub -proj ect ; the amount of

resources applied has a direct effect upon the amount of time required
to accomplish a given activity . The resource level selected was bas.ed

on customary practice for the particular sub-project . Estimates for
each activity were made independently of preceding and succeeding

activiti es to avoid the general ten dency of estimators to hedge on

estimates by assuming that the next activity estimate could compensate
for errors , especially when the activities are in a natural sequence .

Making the esti mate . The l ayout and desi gn of the hypotheti cal

facility was used as the guide for estimating times for activities .
Producti on time estimates were originated from a common point , the

production board, located in the steam kett l e area of the hypothetical
food production facility ( Figure 3 . 1 , page 26 ) .

To arri ve at reliable time estimates , the entire formula and

the sequence of activities were discussed by the panel and an estimated

time i n minutes per activity derived based on forecasted demand . The

estimate was recorded in the appropriate space on the formula analysis

worksheet . Decisions were required as to the minimum number of
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servings of the formulae that should be ·prepared to begin service,

batch sizes, number of servings to cook per pan, small and large equip

ment capacities, and verification of purchase units of food products

used . This information was noted on the formula analysis worksheet .

Reviewing individual activities served to emphasize the actual number

of steps involved in assembly of each formula and enabled estimators

to resolve any conflicts in predecessor relationships, especially if
procedural in r.ature .

For recurring activities as shown in Table 4 . 1 , a standard

time was established based on the experiences of the panel and

cus tomary practice within the existing production facility . The

s t a ndard time was used whenever the activity occurred in a formula

unless there was a need for special exception . For example, if cleaning

the grill after the preparation of a particular formula took longer

than the standard, an exception would be made to the standard time by

using an estimate that was longer in duration . Standardized formula
production times were utilized when available .

If a range was given

such as cook for 20-30 minutes, " the longest time was used as the
estimate for that particular activity .
11

Time duration estimates were pessimistic and generally predic�ted

on accomplishment by one personnel resource . Production personnel

withi n the t.ypothetica 1 facility were assumed experienced and
knowledgeab l e of the operation .
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TABLE 4 . 1
STANDARD T IMES USED I N ACT I V ITY TIME EST I MATES FOR THE
FI VE-DAY HOT FOOD MENU
Ti me

Activi ty
Equipment Pre heati ng
Grills
Deep fat fryers
Convecti on ovens
Rotary oven

15
15
10
25

minutes
minutes*
mi nutes
minutes

Equipment Cl ean-up
Vi scher cooker
Deep fat fryer
Convection oven
Rotary oven
Food sli cer
Mixer

5
lO
10
15
15
1O

mi nutes
mi nutes**
mi nutes
minutes
mi nutes
mi nutes

Miscell aneous
Transportati on of utensils to pot-pan area
Reconstitution of dehydrated onions ,
pepper, and celery

*Average temperature, 300 ° F.
**Assume fat drained , filtered .

2 minutes
1 mi nute to
put in water
+ 10 minutes
in water

Comments received from panel members indicated that exposure
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to the process of activity analysis and time estimation of formulae had
improved their managerial ability as a result of having to think

through the work they supervised . The process also served to emphasize
the large volume of activities inherent in the food production process .

Initial Network Construction and Further Additions

After analysis worksheets were completed for all formulae, the

sub -project networks were manually constructed from available data on
24 x 36 inch newsprint .

Figure B . 5 illustrates the network for Scrambled Eggs . Due

to space limi tations , the brief descriptions for each activity as

recorded on the actual networks were not included in the nodes of the

example but may be determined by finding the corresponding activity

identification number in Figure B . 4 .

Time estimates for each activity were recorded on the nodes by

the end of Step 5 of the Procedural Model even though they were not

specifically utilized until .Step 1 1 .

Entry of estimates -by the end of

Step 5 proved to be more conve�ient for this study . The network at

this stage of the procedure was ''time-free '' and the . length of the arrows

or size of the network had no relationship to the amount of time between

activi�ies within the sub -project .

During network construction, several activities required further

analysis because estimated time duration of an activity could not be

equally charged against resource types utilized in the activity . The

single activity then became two or more separate activities, each with
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an i dentity . At other ti mes, activi ti es that had been represented
separately, but found to reflect li ke t i me durati on and resources, were
consoli dated i nto a single act i v i ty . Wi thout the nodal network,
detection of these incorrect acti vi ty representations would have been
di ffi cult .
Some standardi zed formulae could not be represented as one
si ngle project network because of procedural and technolog i cal constrai nts
{for i nstance, si multaneous prod.ucti on requi rements ) .

Such a si tua-

ti on occurred with the Spaghetti w/Meat Sauce formula on Day 4 .
Although both items were i ncluded i n the same standardi zed formula, a
separate sub-project was set up for the spaghetti and the meat sauce .
The practi cali ty of representi ng certai n relati onsh i ps also had
to be consi dered in regard to procedural and technologi cal constraints .
For example, when a given piece of equi pment was requi red only for the
accompli shment of a certai n process at an early stage in the sub
project, it was represented on the network as a restri cti on to comple
tion of the total sub-project .

Such act i vit i es became �on-critical to

the sequential completi on of remai ni ng activi ties on, ttie mai n activity
path and bypassed the fixed interval . Activities of this type were

termed 1 1 flagged 11 acti viti es and were denoted by an asterisk ( *) on the

resource/work content loading li st . Si nce flagged activiti es tended

to have a great deal of flexibi li ty i n terms of speci fi c ti me scheduled ,
the asterisk notati on rendered them easi ly identi fiable for further
consi deration duri ng bar graph constructi on .

Fi gure B . 5 demonstrates

th i s parti cular point with the representati on of activity 123 (clean up
of mi xer and area) on the network . It would not have been pract i cal

at this stage of planning to delay cleaning the mixer until after
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activity 1 20 was completed . To do so would have been an incorrect
representation, possibly from both a procedural and technological

viewpoint .

The Scrambled Egg sub-project, Figure B . 5, consisted of 1 4

activiti es . The largest single sub-project contained 46 activities
(Roast Beef Hash) and the smallest contained 4 activities (Potato

Chips }. The 90 sub-projects composing the five-day menu had 1 , 21 5

activities . Activity analysis data and sub-project networks are on

file at The University of Tennessee, Knoxville .

Construction of the networks proved to be an extremely valuable

procedure for understanding formula preparation steps . More importantly,

it stimulated a fresh approach and a keener understanding of the thought
process that i s ideally expected to occur within first-line per�onnel,

i . e . , cooks, student personnel .
Production Demands

In qrder to simulate the function of production demand on

sub -projects during particular time intervals, a hypothetical demand

was established for each sub-project . A precise linear relationship
between production demand and the meal serving period, especially

for batch cooked items, usually cannot be accurately qefined or pre

dicted within an actual operation due to sudden changes in demand .

Establishing hypotheti cal demands, production time could be estimated

within a speci fied time range. Using batch size data derived during
activi ty analysi s, the total number of batches to be prepared were

determined based on the forecasted demand and production deadlines for
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each batch spread evenly over the meal serving period. The time

interval between batches was determined by the number of batches

required divided into the length of the serving period with the first

batch deadline at the beginning of the serving period. A reasonable

amount of time was left at the end of the meal serving period so that
overproduction would not occur in conjunction with the ending of the
meal serving period .

When decisions were made regarding production demand for a given

sub-project, decisions were simultaneously made regarding the quantity

of resource types required, advance preparation, number and time of

batch repetitions, etc . This information was sometimes noted on the

network and/or the formula analysis worksheet . The production demand

ir for mation recorded in the top center of Figure B. 5 ill ustrates
this point for Scrambled Eggs, Day 1 .

Once it was determined that

one batch (40 servings) was needed by T60 then the remaining number of

batches (1 0) was evenly spread over the meal serving period (80 minutes

used in this case to avoid overproduction at the end of the meal serving
period) to arrive at a production demand of one batch each eight

minutes .

In sub-projects where preparation was performed in bulk (for

instance, soups) and the finished product was held in equipment in the
production area (steam kettles) , the demand was in the form of the

frequency of transportation of the finished product to the serving

line . This demand was spread evenl y over the meal serving period with
consi stent time intervals for line replenishment . Production demands
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were required to realistically reflect resource utilization during meal
serving periods .
Producti on demands during meal service were not required for
sub-projects where the entire forecasted demand was prepared and ready
for service at the beginning of the meal serving period such as Roast
Beef Hash ; or for sub-projects whose production was continuous cook 
to-order strictly during the meal serving period such as Fried Eggs .
In the former, the entire quantity was transported to thermotainers in
the serving line area and responsibility for replenishment on the
serving line was simultaneously transferred to serving line personnel .
In the latter, the demand was considered constant .
For the five-day menu, there was a total of 59 sub-projects
that required the establishment of production demands either in the
form of actual batch preparation or batch transportation to the serving
line .
Advance Preparation Check
The advance preparation check for the five-day menu was
performed in accordance with the imp l ied definition of advance prepara

tion presented in Chapter 3 .

Advance preparation constraints for

the five-day menu affected four sub-projects . The advance preparation
activities for these sub-projects were moved back to the previous day .

The days, sub-projects, number of activities and durations involved
were as follows :

Day Receivi ng
Advance Pre2aration

Monday

Tuesday

Thursday

Sub-Project
Affected
Roast Beef
Hash

Activities
Moved
11

Western
Steak

1 '4

Hi/Pro
Cold Plate

10

BBQ
Spareribs
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Duration in
Minutes
234

1 57

12

45
41

When the advance preparati on portions were moved to be i ncluded in
the previous day ' s work, a numbered milestone was used as the pre

decessor to the portion of the sub -project remaining to be completed on

the day of service.

Fixed Interval Determi nations and Time Computations on the Network

Identifying the fixed interval did not disturb the structure

of the network but rather rendered it more manageable and often reduced
network si ze because activity sets could be treated as one activity

with one set of values.

The use of fixed interva l s was found to be of va l ue for

scheduling all sub-projects with a serving deadline.

Fixed intervals

were identified for 87 of the 90 sub -projects. The difference of three

was accounted for by referenced formulae. The three referenced formulae

were counted origi nally as sub-projects, but merged with another sub 
project before completion.

When two sub -projects were merged, only

one fi xed interval was possible, hence, the difference in numbers.

Once the fixed interval was identified, the sub-project could
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be scheduled in a forward and backward manner from the interval . The

number of activities occurring before and after the fixed interval

was dependent upon whether the sub -project was classified as type a,
b, or c as described in Chapter 3.

A fixed interval that was

classified as a or b tended to be associated with continuous production

items or batch-cooked items and contained at least two activities .

The number of times a particular process was repeated during the fixed
interval was insignificant as the duration of the interval required

resources to be allocated on a functional coverage basis and not
necessarily a full-utilization basis.

A fixed interval of type c was

associated with items whose preparation involved a cook -all-at-once

technique due to the nature of the item or an excessively long assembly
process or slow-cooking methods . The fixed interval usually contairied

one activity.

The number of activities within a given fixed interval for the

90 sub -projects ranged from one to ten.

In terms of time duration of

fixed intervals, the shortest was one minute (hot cereals) and the
longest 225 minutes (Fried Chicken) .

Consolidation of activities via

fixed interval identificati on reduced the total number of activities to
be schedul ed from 1 , 21 5 to 979, a reduction of 236 .

After the fixed interval within a given sub -project was

identified, time computations were manually performed on the network .

The first computation was to determine the duration of the fixed interval .
The ES , �C , LS, and LC times of the fixed i nterval affected the times

of preceding and succeeding activities on the forward and/or backward

pass .

For fixed intervals, the ES time

=

LS time and the EC time

time . The ES, LS time was dependent upon the nature of the sub

project.

=

LC
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In the example in Fi gure B . 5, the ES, LS = 53, or in

accordance with the time conversion scale ( Figure 3. 2, page 28), T53.

This was deri ved from previously determined information. Production

time for one batch was seven minutes and one batch was needed by T60.

Therefore, it was necessary to start at T60 - 7

hypothetical production demands.

T53 to meet

The EC, LC time i n this case was
=

determi ned by the closing of the serving li ne, Tl50 ( 7 : 30 A . M . ) ,

with the last batch to be prepared by Tl40 .

In cases where the fixed

interval consisted of one activity, time computations before and after
the fi xed interval installation were the same.

I n sub-projects whose

production could not begin until the meal serving period, the fixed

interval was the same time period and duration as the meal serving

period . The duration of the fixed interval was computed by taking the

difference between the start time ( early or late) and the completion time
( early or late), r�spectively .

Figure B . 5 i llustrates a sub-project network complete with all

data necessary for scheduli ng. This manner of graphically representing

the activities involved in formula preparation offers val uable informa
tion to management and staff .

Data available on the network at this

poi nt in the algorithm may be used for training employees, production

planning, discussing resource uti lization, and identifying production
problems as soci ated with activity sequencing and/or quality control.

The graphic nature affords ease of understanding by operational
personnel .

Scheduling Worksheet Design, Scheduling I nterval Selection, and
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Worksheet Draw-up

Figure B. 6, Bar Graph Schedule--Scrambled Eggs, Day 1 (Optimum),

shows a condensed version of the RAPS Algorithm Scheduling Worksheet
with a portion of the data as entered on the full-scale worksheet.

The scheduling interval selected for this study was ten (1 0)

minutes.

Consideration was given to a five-minute interval, but it

was deemed impractical and unrealistic.

Coverage of the 1 4-hour

operational period of the hypothetical food production system required

84 scheduling intervals . On the full scale worksheet, the time

intervals portion also had a wall clock time scale so that conversion
from one time language to the other was convenient .

The full scale worksheet, drawn on tracing paper, was 40 inches

wide by 46 inches long. Vertically, the worksheet accommodated all

thirteen resource types as well as all activities to be listed for any
given meal.

Horizontally, the worksheet continued out to T840 (7 : 00

P. M. ) so that all possible scheduling intervals were included . The
Resource Units Available section of the worksheet was composed of a

matri x that contained 2, 1 84 slots ( 84 horizontal by 26 vertical ) .
Entry, Codi ng, and Initiali zi ng of Resource Types

The resource types were entered, coded, and initialized on the

RAPS Algori thm Scheduling Worksheet according to the order and quantity

presented in Chapter 3 .

The color codings were put in beside the

resource types as a matter of convenience . Figure B . 6 illustrates

the res u l ts of making these entri es on the worksheet for four of the

resource types.

Resource/Work Content Loadi ng

The resource/work content loading was performed on a day-to-day
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basis for al l act1 vities within the various sub-projects . As a

matter of convenience, activities were loaded on 1 5 speciall� prepared

sheets, one per meal, that could be easil y interchanged from meal to
meal for use with the basic scheduling worksheet . This accomplished

the same purpose as l oading directly onto the scheduling worksheet .

All information needed for loading, except for the ARU, ERU column, was

available on the formula analysis worksheet and the sub-project network
and only had to be transferred and put in the proper form and sequence .
Information for the ARU, ERU column represented a decision on the part

of the user or manager in terms of resour.ce allocation for each activity .
Of the total 979 activities to be scheduled, the loading

distribution in terms of numbers of activities per day for the five-day

menu was as follows :

No . of Loadings (Activities)

(Monday)

�

1
2

3
4
5

1 88

(Tuesday)

(Wednesday)

22 8

(�riday)

1 99

1 74
1 90

(Thursday)

Total

979

Two s i gnificant considerations were encountered during the

resource/work content loading .

First, when the resource allocation

phase of loading was accomplished (ARU, ERU column), the decision was

usually in terms of an ERU quantity rather than an ARU quantity si nee
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the ARU quantity had largely been determined when activity times were
estimated.

Judgement had to be uti lized when determining the ERU

quantity because it was not always identical to the total available
quantity of that particular resource type.

This occurred mostly where

equipment resources were concerned and consideration had to be given

to product quality.

Full utilization of an equipment resource was not

always found to be necessarily efficient, desirable, or practical. A
limitation of this nature that had to be imposed on resource utiliza
tion was termed a quality constraint.

For the five-day menu, there

were 1 9 instances where the quality constraint was introduced via the
11

11

resource allocation decision. Secondly, some activities were dis

covered that did not call for the application of personnel or equipment

resources for accomplishment , but were activities that served as a

restraint or predecessor to the remaining activities in sub-project

completion. These types of activities occupied what was termed empty

_time 11 on the schedule and were mainly limited to activities such as
11

onion , pepper, or celery rehydra tion or the cooling of products before
slicing for servi ce.

minutes of empty time.

For the five-day menu, there was a total of 265

Figure B. 6 i llustrates the results of performing the

resource/work content loading for the sub-project Scrambled Eggs for
Monday (Day 1 ) of the five-day menu.

Figures 8. 4 and B . 5 were the

source of perti nent data for loading. In activity 1 1 0, the quality

cons trai nt was imposed due to the decision to utilize two GB resource

uni ts even though four were available. The a�plication of four resource
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units to the sub-project , even though the eggs would have been prepared
much quicker, was undesirable and impractical in this case . The

object in preparati on was to maintain a predetermined ·flow- of freshly

prepared food to the serving line and accelerated production brought on

by increased equipment resources would have defeated that objective

and reduced overall quality . This decisi on, of course, held throughout

the sub-project . The asteri sk beside acti vity- 1 23 indicates that it is
a flagged activity .

Cooks were allocated for preparation of most sub-projects .

Student personnel were utilized more for the preparation of breakfast ·

sub-projects than at any other time in the i nitial loadings . The only
sub-project consistently loaded for complete preparati on by student
personnel was Fried Eggs .

In other breakfast items, such as Scrambled

Eggs , Pancakes, French Toast, and Omelets, student personnel were

loaded from the point of transportation to the preparation areas on

through to sub-project completion as i llustrated by Figure 8 . 6 .

Initi al loading of student personnel at other meals was mainly in

capacity as an assistant to a cook, as transporter of hot food from

preparation point to the serving line, or in a fairly non-complex task

whi ch did not require a close supervision or judgement application .
Bar Graph Construction and Adjustment of the Resource Profi le

After the resource/work content loadings were entered, the

actual scheduling process was performed .

The scheduling process was

essentially the coloring in (blocking out) of specifi c interval (s) for

a �Ji ven acti vity based on the time dictates of the sub-project network .
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As certai n resources were appli ed to the accomplishment of an acti vity ,
the resource quanti ty avai lable was reduced by the .same amount per

time i nterval. The number of ti me i ntervals affected was , of course ,

dependent on the esti mated durat i on of the acti vi ty as well as the
starti ng and completi ng poi nts i n reference to actual clock ti me .

If

an acti v i ty ' s durati on caused i t to go parti ally i nto a scheduli ng
interval , the full amount of resources allocated for the activi ty was
subtracted from the resource avai labi li ty fi gure for that parti cul ar
i nterval.

No effort was made to show parti al ut i li zation, i n terms of

numbers , of the i nterval because the ten-mi nute scheduli ng i nterval
was consi dered suffi ci ently short .
Bar graph constructi on can be demonstrated by Figure B.6 and
an explanati on of the steps used to schedule the sub-project Scrambled
Eg;;s for Monday (Day 1) of the fi ve-day menu . Since all activ i t i es
wi thi n the sub-project merge to the fi xed i nterval, colori ng in of the
fi xed i nterval fi rst allows a logi cal forward and backward scheduli ng
progressi on . Usi ng the sub-proj ect network (Fi gure B.5) as a guide ,
FI 2 has an ES , LS = T53 (5 : 53 A.M . ) and an EC , LC = T150 (7 : 30 P.M .).
Usi ng the assi gned color-codi ngs , the F I 2 can now be colored in and
shown to use one and two S P and GB resource uni ts, respectively , on

Figure B .6 . After colori ng in, move to the resource profile of the

worksheet and reduce the "SP available " amount by one from the T50-60
interva ·1 up through the interva 1 endi ng wi th Tl 50 . This now 1 eaves 19
SP avai l able for that exact ti me peri od . Movi ng down to GB , reduce the
availa b l e quantity by two for the same i ntervals . Thi s now leaves two
GB Qvai lable for allocati on . F I 2 can now be checked off as havi ng been
scheauled .

After scheduling the fixed interval, activities coming before
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and after the interval can be scheduled. Whether the before or after

activities are done first is immaterial . In the example , assume that
activities coming after FI2 were scheduled first . Therefore, looking
down the Predecessor column on the scheduling worksheet, activities

1 21 and 1 22 both show FI2 as a predecessor . These two activities are
prime candidates for scheduling . Using the assigned color code , these

activities are colored in beginning immediately after the completion

of FI2 . The network confirms this action . After coloring in, the
resource profile must be adjusted . Activity 1 21 requires the reduction

of SP by one unit and GB by two units for the time intervals Tl50-Tl70 .
Activi ty 1 22 requires that SP be reduced by one unit in the Tl50-Tl60

interval , thereby reducing SP Availability to 1 8 . Activities 1 21 and
1 22 can now be checked off as having been completed . All activities

occurring after FI2 have now been scheduled .
In order tq schedule those activities occurring prior to FI2,
the Predecessor column must be checked to see what activities are the

immediate predecessors to FI2 . (Although not true in this parti cular
example, there were cases where a given predecessor was not immediate
in the true sense of the word . . In such cases, th� LS time for the

acti vity was used as the starting point . ) This crreck ·reveals that

activities 1 1 1 and 1 1 5 are both predecessors to FI2 ; either can be
s cheduled first . Assume that activity 1 1 1 was handled first . Activity
1 1 1 is the third activity loaded on the worksheet .

Beginning at what

approxi ma tes T53 and using the correct resource color code, 1 5 minutes

is blocked out on the grid in a right to left direction . Adjustment is

then made on the resource profile by decreasi ng the appropriate GB
Available intervals by two units .
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However , since the T50-T60 interval

was decreased when F I2 was installed it would be incorrect to decrease
that interval again since greater utilization within the same sub

project has occurred . The intervals T30-T50 are decreased by two since

GB allocation occurred at some point within those intervals . Activity
1 1 1 has been completed and should be checked off . The predecessor to

activity 1 1 1 is activity 1 1 0 and it can be scheduled next . Activity 1 1 0

is the first activity appearing on the loading .

Using the same pro

cedure described above, it is colored in as an immediate predecessor

to activity 1 1 1 , with a two-minute duration . Activity 1 1 0 required

two resource types, C and GB . Again, it will not be necessary to reduce
the T30-T40 interval for GB since utilization is still within an
i ntE r val that was earlier allocated .

However , the T36-T40 i nterval for

Cook must be reduced by one resource unit .

Acti vity 1 1 0 has now been

completed and since it has no predecessor , that particular activity set
prior to F I2 is finished .
The next step is to go to activity 1 1 5, the other predecessor

to F I 2, and perform the same procedure for that predecessor activity set .
That particular activity set consists of activities 1 1 5 , 1 1 4, 1 1 3, and
1 1 2 scheduled backwards in that order with each one an immediate

predecessor to the other . The resource profile was appropriately

adjusted and the results recorded in Figure B . 6 .

When activi ty 1 1 2,

the final activity in the chain, was scheduled it caused a further reduc
tion in the T30-T40 interval because the requirement for cooks in that

time i nterval was simultaneous . There was an overlap between activity
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110 ( cook needed from T36-T38 ) and activi ty 112 ( cook needed from
T37-T42 ) . This confli ct can be seen more clearly by compari ng these

two activiti es on the network ( Figure 8 . 5 ) . As the assumption cannot
be made that both these activities wi ll be accompli shed by the same
individual, a further reduction by one resource unit must be made .
All activities for this sub-project have now been scheduled
except for activity 123 . This is a flagged activity, and one that
should be scheduled i mmediately after i ts predecessor, activi ty 114 .
Activity 114 has LS = T49 and LC = T50, therefore activity 123, clean
mixer and area, should have an ES = T50 and EC = T60 . This is contrary
to the time values appeari ng around the node after computati ons . Those
times are inflated because FI 2 was bypassed but are, nevertheless,
procedurally correct by special exception . It was not deemed desirable
to al low the mixer to sit, without the capability of bei ng used on
another sub-project, before cleaning . This exception supports the
11

immedi ate cleaning 1 1 policy of the hypothetical food producti on faci lity

and accepted sanitation practi ces .

In summ�ry, flagged acti vi ties

should be scheduled immediately after their predecessor (thi s would be

usi ng LC ti me of the predecessor ) and the times appeari ng on the network

should be ignored . Activity 123 was colored in from T50-T60 and the
appropri ate resource profile adjustments made for C and M resource

types, thereby completing the bar graph scheduli ng of the sub-project

Sc rambled Eggs .

The resource profile reflects unused resources .

The process demonstrated above was performed for each sub-project
on the fi ve --day menu . The bar graph construction progressed sub-project
by s ub-project, meal by meal, and day by day unti l all five days were

completed . In the original constructi on, each meal was scheduled on
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the graph independent of the other two mea 1 s . Some mea 1 schedules ·

backed into (overlapped) preceding meals and increased_ the chances of

conflicting demands on a given resource type . After the bar graphs

were initially constructed for al-1 five days of the menu, visual

analysis of the optimum schedule showed that overlaps between meals

were as fo 1 1 ows :
Monday (Day 1 )
�

Tuesday (Day 2)

Overlap

None ; approximately 70 min . of no activity

between Breakfast and Lunch and approximately

45 min . of no activity between Lunch and Dinner .
Approximately 60 min . of no activity between
Breakfast and Lunch ; Turkey-Dressing sub

project for Dinner overlapped into the Lunch

Wednesday (Day 3)

preparation period for approximately 1 8 min .

Approximately 85 min . of no activity between
Breakfast and Lunch ; Roast Beef Au Jus sub

project for Dinner overlapped into the Lunch
Thursday (Day 4)

preparation period for approximatel y 1 80 min .

None ; approximately 65 mi n . of no activity

between Breakfast and Lunch and approximately
20 min . of no activity between Lunch and

Friday (Day 5)

Dinner .

Approximately 1 40 min . of no activity between
Breakfast and Lunch, but sub-project Roast

Pork for Dinner overlapped through the Lunch

preparation period into the morning so that
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there was only approximately 1 5 min . of no
activity between Breakfast and sub-project

Roast Pork for Dinner ; Meat Loaf with Tomato

Sauce sub-project for Dinner overlapped into

the Lunch preparation period for approximately

65 min .

The extent of the above conflicts will be discussed in detail

later , but the most significant benefi t to be realized from mere con

struction of the bar graph was that it afforded the user an excellent
picture of the periods of least , greatest , and conflicting activities

within a given day. This picture was based on the assumption that the
schedule at this point was considered optimum in relative terms.

Computation of Total Resource Requi rements per Scheduling Interval

After bar graph construction and the consequent allocation of

resources to the scheduling intervals , it was desirable to determi ne
the total requirements for each interva l o

Desirabil ity was based on

convenience and the need to clearly see the profile that had developed

for each resource type on a daily basis. The total requirements for

each interval of a given resource type were computed and recorded in the

matching " Required" block of the scheduli ng worksheet. The accuracy of
the resulting figure could be verified by visually scanning that
parti cular i nterval for the entire length of the worksheet .

The example used previously (Figure B o 6) shows the proper

res u l ts and recording of these results in the 1 Required 11 line for each
1

resource type i nvolved i n the Scrambled Eggs sub-project.

The profi le
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shows exactly how many resource uni ts were requi red by time i nterval
for a gi ven resource type i n order for producti on to occur as

scheduled on the bar graph.

Smoothi ng of the Ini ti al Schedule

The schedule represented by the bar graph has been referred

to i n relati ve terms as the 11 opti mum 11 schedule . A characteri sti c of

the i ni ti al schedule was lack of regard for resource li mitati on cri teri a .
Thi s characteristi c was borne out by exami nati on of the resource profi l e
for each day of the fi ve-day menu ; resource profi les were generally

exaggerated, errati c and i n many cases, operati onally unreali sti c . A
negati ve value i n any ti me i nterval of the resource profi le i ndi cated

that resource li mi tati ons had been exceeded for that parti cular i nterval.
Hence, a problem was i denti fi ed wi thi n certai n ti me boundari es .

Adjust

ments were n·ecessary before the i ni ti al schedule could be consi dered
as feasi ble for use i n maki ng operati onal deci sions .

Although the opti mum schedule could not be reali sti cally adhered

to, i t was used as a g u i de i n devel opi ng a seri es of l og i cal , systemati c

steps that would seek to smooth the most common exaggerated and

errati c demand problems whi le si multaneously stayi ng wi thin resource

li mi tati on cri teria and general l y accepted management poli ci es .

A dual type of approach was used i n regard to resource li mi tati on

cri teri a as re l ated to personnel and equi pment.

For equi pment, the

i ni tiali zed quanti ti es for each resource type were used as the li mi ta

ti ons .

Exceedi ng these li mi tati ons created producti on problems that

required immediate solutions if the predetermined menu was to be
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served. The criteria used was assumed valid based on the idea that

capital equipment represents a fixed cost and the quantity available

remains constant. For personnel, the approach was a reversal of that

used for equipment. The objective was not necessarily to stay within
the initialized quantities but rather to determine approximately what

the maximum demands would be and then reduce this quantity so that a
smaller, more consistent demand was the case o

Once this quantity was

known by ti me intervals, real data would be available to management for

decision-making purposes .

Determination of the number of personnel

units required represented a raw figure based solely on the work content
of the five-day menu.

The adjustment steps (passes) to the initial schedul e were

formu l ated through visual study of the bar graphs for the five-day menu .
Since the fixed interval s were geared to the meal serving periods, it

was not desirable or practical to consider their movement in any manner �
Therefore, effort was directed towards the predecessor and successor
activities to the fixed intervals . The use of a fi xed i nterval was

found to be very advantageous at th is point because activity changes

implemented before or after a given fixed interval did not produce a

ripple effect on the entire sub-project � The fixed interval served as
a buffer zone for the compl etion of al l critical activities.

The devel oped passes each had a specific function in the smoothing

process. The passes applied to the initial schedule were as follows :

Pas s 1 . This pass was .established to resolve viol ations of the

equi pment resource limitation criteria that were apparent on the daily

profile . This was to be accomplished through reallocation of the
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resource type over other available scheduling intervals or allocation
of a different resource type .

Using this as the first step seemed

logical since changes in equipment were usually accompanied by changes

in personnel .

Pass 2 . This pass was designed to remove the simultaniety

constraint on activities after the fixed interval by a slight resequenc

ing of activities .

Specifically , all activities involving the

transportation of pots, pans, utensils , etc . to the pot-pan washing area
were delayed until after the cleaning of major equipment used in the

sub-project and scheduled for cleaning immediately after the fixed

interval .

Pass 3 . This pass checked for full utilization of resource

types withi n allocated intervals and thereby eliminated some exaggera

tions .

It was termed the 1 conipression 11 pass because it sought to

compress activities that overlapped slightly into a scheduling interval
1

back into the previ ous scheduling interval or forward into the next

scheduling interval (assuming that there was also some utilization

within the previous or succeeding interval ) by re-evaluating the time
duration estimate to see if such a compression of activities was

reasonably possib� e . This was particul�rly useful in activities that

preceded or succeeded "empty time " activities . Pass 3 also picked up

duplication between sub-projects if prepared on the same equipment

resource type .

Pass 4 . This pass moved activities prior to the fixed interval

back to an earlier start time in order to reduce requirements in the

most exaggerated intervals .
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Consideration was given to activities that

had no predecessors since movement would have the least effect on

other activities within the sub-project . The objective was to shift

personnel resources without involving equipment resources unless

absolutely necessary . This pass could, however, involve entire activity

chains or sets as well as single activities . Moving an entire activity
chain could involve flagged activities . Only activities whose move

ment would have the least effect on the final quality of the product

were sel ected . If a longer preparation period for a given sub-project

was not desi rable in the user ' s judgement, the change was not made .

This pass was similar to Pass 2 in seeking to remove the simultaniety

constraint by a slight resequencing of activities .

Pass 5 . This pass was installed to check the flagged activities

per meal that were unaffected by Pass 4 in order to determine if any

advantage could be gained by a slight delay or resequencing since these

activities were critical only to sub-project compl eti on and conse
quently had more than a normal amount of flexibility o

However, delay

was to be mini mal and in accordance with the "immediate cleaning "
philosophy of the hypothetical food production system .

On this pass was

included a check between sub-projects on a meal-to-meal basis to

eliminate duplicate cleaning or impossible routine cleaning due to
successive equipment utilization . This particular problem, if it

existed, would have gone unnoticed in the prescheduling analysis and

schedul i ng phase .

Pass 6. Thi s pass allowed additions to the initial schedule

(bar 9raph ) of activities generated by the advance preparation listings .

The advance preparation activities did not contain a fixed interval
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and could be performed within a generous time range on a previous day .

With that amount of flexibility, scheduling was a matter of dropping

such activities into the daily workload during some of the lesser

demanding periods . This was at the discretion of the user based on

evaluation of the resource requirements of the day . The opportunity

to minimize compl ications to the existing schedule was available .
Pass 7 . This was the final pass performed on the initial

schedule and was designed to evaluate the feasibility of combining

sub-projects so that more than one sub-project could be simultaneously

accomplished by the same personnel resource . This detection was possible

mainly by a visual scan of the bar graph from top to - bottom .

Resource

all ocations per time intervals were compared with the idea of matching

al ternating periods of activity o The objective was to obtain as ful l
a utilization as possible with as few personnel resources as possible

through consolidation of sub-projects without sacrificing the Late

Start times of most activities .

Special attention was directed towards

sub-projects performed in the same functional area o

After each pass was performed on a given day, the effect of that

pass on the resource profile was recorded . This was accompli shed by

setti ng up a separate resource profile grid with an acetate overlay

desi gnated for each production day . Only the changes to the profile

were recorded on the overlay and after all passes, the recorded figures
replaced corresponding figures on the original profile e This created

the adj usted resource profile .

It was possible for a given pass to

have zero effect on the resource profile.
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The underlyi ng pri nci ple to the development of the passes was

that removal of the si multani ety constrai nt by a sli ght resequenci ng

of acti viti es could do much towards i ntroduci ng operati onal reali sm

i nto the i ni ti al schedule . At the same ti me , the Late Start - Early

Complete ti mes should not be sacri fi ced to any s i gni fi cant degree .

If

these quali fi cati ons were met , an i ni ti al schedule would be generated

that was reasonably close to the optimum i n relati ve terms and one that

could be used as a standard for future management deci s i ons .

Fi gure B . 7 shows the i ni ti al bar graph schedul e after the

passes were $YStemati cally appli ed to sub-project Scrambled Eggs . Thi s

example i s l i mi ted i n i ts capabi li ty to demonstrate the total effect of

the pass app 1 icati on on an enti re day s schedule .

to i llustrate the i ntended techni que .
I

However , i t does serve

Si gni fi cant findi ngs for each

day of the fi ve-day menu wi ll be di scussed i n the analyti cal presenta
ti on of data .

For demonstrati on purposes i n Fi gure B . 7, the resource profi le

was ori gi nally recorded exactly from i ts fi nal form on Fi gure B . 6 .
As a change on the profi le was reali zed from a gi ven pass, i t was

recorded i n the appropri ate i nterval on the 11 Requi red 11 li ne of Fi gure
B . 7. The 11 Avai lable 11 li ne was not di sturbed .

In this manner the

adjusted resource profi l e could be i nterpreted from the fi nal values

appeari ng on the 11 Requi red 11 li ne once all pass appli cati ons were made .
Arri val at the adjusted bar graph schedule i n Fi gure B . 7 can

be best understood by systemati cally applyi ng the establi shed passes

to the i ni ti al schedule i n Fi gure B . 6 . Pass 1 had no effect on thi s

parti cu l ar sub-project s i nce there was. no equi pment confli ct at breakfast

on this day . Application of Pass 2 required that activity 1 22 be
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delayed until the completion of activity 1 21 . This resulted in a reduc

tion of one SP resource unit in �h� Tl50-Tl60 interval � but the addition

of one SP resource unit in the Tl70-Tl80 interval .

Application of

Pass 3 to the initial schedule did not produce any changes because no

advantage could be gai ned in terms of reduction of personnel . Intervals

that were a 1 1 ocated had a high percentage of uti 1 ization .

Pass 4 had the greatest effect on this sub-project . The

Scrambled Eggs sub-project contained predecessor fixed interval

activities, that, if performed slightly earlier than the initial schedule
dictated would have little effect from the quality-of-product stand

point . Therefore, the movement of an activity chai_ n took p 1 ace with

resequenci ng so that one individual could accomplish all activities .

In the initial schedule, the activity set was moved back farther than in
this example because it was obvious that this sub-project could be

resequenced with another so that one personnel resource could accomplish
both. Showing both of these sub-projects, however, was not possible

in the thesis due to space limitations so the point is illustrated
with a single sub-project .

T50 can be used as a deadline in this sub -project since that is

the time at which the ingredients must be transported to the preparatton
area. Assume, also, that the user desired to complete this sub-project

in full, including activity 1 23, by T50 in terms of Cook resources

required. The amount of back-up necessary can be determined by

calcul at i ng the total time for all activities that must be accomplished
by T50 and subtracting this amount from T50. This included activities

1 1 0, 1 1 1 , 1 1 2 , 1 1 3, 1 1 4, and 1 23 . The duration of these activities
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was 25 minutes ; activity 1 1 1 was not figured because it can be

accomplished simultaneously with other activities without involving

personnel resources . Starting at T25 the activities can be sequenced

in the order of 1 1 2, 1 1 0, 1 1 1 , 1 1 3_, 1 1 4, and 1 23 as shown in Figure

B . 7. This actio� resulted in the addition of one C resource unit in

interval T20-T30, the reduction of one C resource unit in T30-T40 and
T50-T60; the addition of one M resource unit from T30-T40 and the

reduction of one M resource unit from T50-T60 . The net effect on SP

and G B is zero . The grill is allowed to preheat for 2 1 minutes instead

of 1 5 but this was considered insignificant . Cooks requirements for this

sub-project are now zero after TSO .

Pre-preparation activities involving

raw food i tems were completed ten minutes i n advance of actual need, but
this short delay was considered reasonable and realistic .

Since the flagged activity 1 23 was sequenced in a desirable

manner in Pass 4, Pass 5 could not produce any other changes, nor could
consideration be given to the other function of Pass 5 because of the
limitations of this example .

Likewise, Pass 6 and Pass 7 cannot be

demonstrated with this example because consideration must be given to
an entire day or entire meal and not just to a single sub-project.

The resource profile for this sub-project after application of

the passes is now available on the

1

Required 11 line of the worksheet and

can be compared to the profile in Figure B . 6 .
1
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Analytical Presentation of Data

Before the resource profiles for each day of the five-day menu

are discussed , it would be beneficial to the reader to know something

of the situations encountered and decisions made in applying the

previously described passes to the menu . Although impossible to describe

each step in detail ; a summary of the more significant situations , along

with the sample application previously presented, should provide the
reader with a feel for what was done on a daily basis . The more

significant findings were as follows :
11

II

Monday (Day 1 ) .

Pass 1 detected an equipment conflict of 60

minutes duration (3 : 40 P . M . to 4 : 40 P . M . ) involving the convection oven .

The sub-projects involved were Potatoes Au Gratin and Acorn Squash . The
al ternative chosen to resolve the conflict was the allocation of the

unused rotary oven for the cooking of the Acorn Squash .

Using this

al ternative, the Late Start times were not sacrificed for either sub

project . Pass 6 had advance loadings for two sub-projects , Roast Beef
Hash and Western Steak . The Roast Beef Hash advance preparation was

scheduled from 8 : 40 A . M. to 1 2 : 40 P . M . ; Western Steak advance prepara
ti on was scheduled from 1 : 1 0 P. M . to 3 : 50 P. M .

Both advance loadings

were sequenced prior to adding to the schedule so production could be

accomplished by one personnel resource . Pass 7 revealed that sub-project
pairs Scrambled Eggs and Pancakes, Bacon and Link Sausage (up through

the fi xed i nterval), Buttered Green Peas and French Onion Soup, Tri

Taters and Gl azed Carrots, Macaroni , Beef , and Tomatoes and advance

preparat i o n for Roast Beef Hash were each compatible for accomplishment
by one personnel resource unit . Several other consolidation processes

were considered at the Dinner meal but none were compati ble because
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of the simultaniety constraints inherent in the particul ar menu

combination. Sacrifice of the Late Start times of the vari ous sub
projects was not desired.

Tuesday (Day 2) . Pass 1 detected an equipment conflict of 30

minutes duration (1 0 : 40 A . M. to 1 1 : 1 0 A o M . ) involving steam kettle B.

The sub-projects involved were Lyonnaise Potatoes and Mixed Vegetables .

The alternative chosen to resolve the conflict was the all ocation of

steam kettle A to Mixed Vegetable preparation.

Instead of preparing the

Minestrone Soup in steam kettle A, it was reassigned to steam kettle B
which would be available after completion of Lyonnaise Potatoes.

Kettl e size was not a restraint in this case. This reallocation did

not involve the sacrificing of Late Start times, but merely allocated

an a 1 ternative equipment resource to the original time intervals. Pass

6 had advance preparation loading for sub-project BBQ Ribs, scheduled

from 8 : 30 A. M. to 9 : 1 5 A. M.

Again, advance preparation activities

were sequenced for accomplishment by one personnel resource unit before
being added to the schedule.

Pass 7 revealed that sub-project pairs

Scrambled Eggs and Hash Browned Potatoes, Bacon and Sausage Patties
(up through fixed interval) , Mixed Vegetables and Harvard Beets ,

Mi nestrone Soup and Lyonnaise Potatoes, and Mixed Greens and Blackeyed
Peas were each compatible for accomplishment by one personnel resource

unit.

Another type of consolidation that had not been attempted

previous l y was attempted at the Dinner meal. This involved the prepara

ti on c f a sub -project as a group effort, in particular, Chicken Gravy.
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The Chicken Gravy could be prepared by the same personnel resource uni t
prepari ng the Mixed Greens and Blackeyed Peas except for a conflict
during several intervals .

During these intervals, personnel resource

units from other sub-projects with some slack time during the overloaded
intervals performed various activiti es towards preparation of the
Chi cken Gravy in order to avoi d a requirement for an additi onal

personnel resource unit and sacrificing of the Late Start time .
However, it was assumed that thi s type of consolidation was only done
occasionally as an exception to normal policy . Otherwise, compli cations
would probably tend to arise regarding responsibility for the final
product quality .
Wednesday (Day 3) o

Pass 1 detected an equipment confli ct of 90

minutes duration (10 : 20 A . M . to 1 1 : 50 A . M .) involving the rotary oven .
The s ub-projects involved were BBQ Spareribs for Lunch and Roast Beef
Au Jus for Dinner . The alternative chosen to resolve the conflict
was the allocation of another resource type, the convecti on oven , to
preparation of the BBQ Spareribs since it was otherwi se idle until late
afternoon . Using this alternative, Late Start ti mes did not have to
be sacrificed for ei ther sub-project .

Pass 4 moved the start time for the

activity chain pri or to the fi xed interval in sub -project Broiled

Tomatoes w/Cheese Crumbs back by 20 minutes o Normal back-up for an
acti vity chain was not this long, but in this case it had a signifi cant
impact on total cook requirements . Pass 7 revealed that sub-project
pairs Scrambl ed Eggs and French Toast, Bacon and Sausage Links {up
through fixed i nterval), Cream of Mushroom Soup and Fordhook Lima Beans,
BBQ Spareribs and Roast Beef Au Jus (late shi ft personnel resource uni t
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would have to complete), and Fried Shrimp and Broiled Tomatoes w/Cheese
Crumbs were each compatible for accomplishment by one personnel unit.

Thursday ( Day 4) . Pass 1 detected an equipment conflict of 1 0

minutes duration (5 : 50 A. M. to 6 : 00 A. M. ) involving the floor mixer.

The sub-projects involved were Scrambled Eggs and Cheese Omelet. The
alternative used to resolve the conflict was the elimination of the

clean-up process (duplicate cleaning) in the Scrambl ed Egg sub-project
(activity 1 000) since sub-project Cheese Omelet required the mixer

immediately thereafter. Deletion of activity 1 000 ( 1 0 minutes dura

tion) enabled both sub-projects to remai n on Late Start times and

simultaneously eliminated the requirement for one personnel resource

unit and one equipment resource unit for the TSO - T60 interval. Pass
6 had advance loading preparation for sub-project Hi-Pro Cold Plate.

Scheduled from 2 : 30 P. M. to 3 : 1 0 P. M. , advance preparation activities

were sequenced for accomplishment by one personnel resource -unit before
being added to the schedule. Pass 7 revealed that sub-project pairs

Scrambled Eggs and Fried Eggs, Sausage Patties and Bacon (up through

the fixed interval), Green Pea Soup and Buttered Noodles, and Meat
Sauce, Spaghetti, and advance preparation activities were each

compatible for accomplishment by one personnel resource unit.

Friday (Day 5) . Pass 1 detected an equipment conflict of 40

mi nutes duration (4 : 1 0 P. M. to 4 : 50 P. M. ) involving the food slicer.
The sub-projects involved were Meat Loaf and Roast Pork.

Roast Pork

was being sl i ced first, then came the need to slice Meat Loaf. The

overl ap in actual production was by two intervals ( 20 minutes) with

the other 20 mi nutes being created by duplicate cleaning. The

alternative chosen to resolve this conflict was that the cooling
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period for the roast pork prior to slicing be reduced by 1 7 minutes
and thus start sli cing 1 7 minutes earlier . This involved only the
first few roasts with the effect on quality considered minor . The

duplicate cleaning (activity 1 504) was deleted . This alternative created
only a slight deviation from the Late Start time for the sub-project

Roast Pork with no disturbing of the Late Start time for Meat Loaf .

The only other acceptable alternative appeared to be to slice meat loaf
manually until roast pork was sliced, then fini&h the meat loaf on the

food slicer . The disadiantage to this alternative was that manual

slicing introduced a margin for inconsistency in portion sizes . Pass 7

revealed that sub-project pairs Scrambled Eggs and Pancakes, Bacon and
Link Sausage (up through fixed interval) , Tomato Soup and Baked Beans,

and Squash and Asparagus were each compatible for accomplishment by one

personnel resource unit .

The application of the smoothing passes to the initial daily

schedules can be summarized by the followi ng steps :
1.

Resolve the equipment conflicts (demands exceed avail

2.

Resequence activities preceding and suceeding the fixed

abilities) ,

intervals for the purpose of removing the simultaniety constraint and
mai ntaining adherence to Late Start times,
3.

4.

Schedule advance preparation activities, if avail able,

Consolidate sub-projects to promote continuous activity

where feasible .

Resource utilization data.

Figures A . l through A. 1 0 show the
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resulting resource profile for cooks and student personnel on an optimum
and adjusted basis. The optimum profile was plotted based on the

requirements of the initial bar graph schedule ; the adjusted profile

was plotted after the smoothing passes were applied to the initial
schedule. In cases where the adjusted (dotted) line runs directly
beside the optimum (solid) line, it should be interpreted to have

identical meaning. A plot was made for each scheduling interval, with

the plot being placed in the approximate center of the interval.

The personnel resource requirements based on the optimum schedule

were inconsistent and erratic to the point of being impractical for

actual use. As was expected, the periods of highest and most incon

sistent demand were directly preceding and succeeding the fixed intervals,
th i s being due to Late Start - Early Complete times and the accompanying

simultaniety constraints.

Requirements for cook personnel resources

(Figures A o l, A. 3, A.5, A.7 , and A. 9) generally leveled off during the meal

serving periods or shortly afterwards unless, of course, the menu was

composed of sub-projects that required continuous attention throughout

the meal serving period. Such was the case for the Dinner meal on Day 2,
the Dinner meal on Day 3, the Lunch meal on Day 4, and the Lunch and
Di nner meals on Day 5. In these cases, the demands throughout the

meal serving periods were less consistent than for the same periods on

other days, fol lowing the optimum requirements . The demands for student
personnel resources (Figures A.2, A. 4, A . 6, A. 8, and A.1 0) based on the

opti mure1 schedule were very consi s t ent during an breakfast meal

s erv ·i ng periods, but very inconsistent during any other Lunch or Dinner

meal serving period at which they were utilized with the exception of
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the Dinner meal on Day 1 . The highest demand for cook personnel for
any one interval occurred on Day 2 when the requirement reached ten
during the 1 0 : 40 A. M. to 1 0 : 50 A. M. time interval.

The highest demand

for student personnel for any one interval occurred on Days 1 , 3, 4,
and 5 when the requirement reached six during the 7 : 30 A. M . to 7 : 40
A. M. interval on each of those days.

Application of the smoothing passes was effective in lowering

the overall ceiling of demand and increasing the consistency of demand
(eliminated peaks and valleys) for personnel resources during given

time periods. The adjusted profile for cooks (Figures A.l, A.3, A. 5 , A. 7,
and A. 9)revealed that the maximum demand for any time interval for

Day 1 was four, for Day 2 was five, for Day 3 was five, for Day 4 was

six , and for Day 5 was five. Periods of lesser activity remained

between meal serving periods but the overall requirement was lower and
contained a lesser degree of variation. The adjusted profil e for

student personnel (Figures A.2, A. 4, A.6, A.8, and A. 1 0) revealed that the

maximum demand for any time interval for Day l was three, for Day 2 was

four (basically unchanged), for Day 3 was three, for Day 4 was four, and

for Day 5 was three. The smoothing passes essentially eliminated the
excessive demand for student personnel immediately following the

breaskfast meal in the 7 : 30 A. M. to 7 : 40 A. M. time interval ; otherwise,

student personnel were utilized so sparingly in the i nitial resource

all ocations that the possibilities of the smoothing passes having any

effect were mi nimized.

Tabl e A. l shows the utilization rates for all equipment
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resources calculated according to the formula presented i n Chapter 3 .
The optimum rates were calculated based on the equi pment profile of

the initial bar graph schedule . The After Passes utilization rates

reflected the profile that had developed simultaneously with applica

tion of the smoothing passes . The sub-notation on a given utilization

percentage indicates that although a gi ven rate was achieved for the

optimum profile , it would have been physically impossible to accomplish
because , for the notated number of intervals , there was a situation

in existence whereby resource limitation criteria had been exceeded .

The objective was to have a utilization percentage that was free of a
notation other than an implied zero, which indicated that resource

requirements were within constraints . As can be seen in Table A . l ,

there was a single case each day in which equipment resource require

ments exceeded constraints of the hypothetical system .

However ,

appli cation of the passes enabled those conflicts to be resolved so

that the predetermined menu could be produced and s till basi cally
satisfy the Late Start ti mes .

Tabl e A o l shows no sub-notations for

any equipment resource after appli cation of passes .

The overall utilization rates for equipment resources were

lower than anticipated . The After Passes rates were most reliable,

being free of any intervals containing violations of resource limita

ti on criteria . The most heavily utilized equi pment resource for the
production of the five-day menu was the rotary oven, with a daily

average rate of almost 50 percent ; the least utili zed equipment resource

was the fl oor mixer with a daily average rate of almost 1 0 percent .

There was only one incident within the week 1 s menu whereby an
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equipment resource was not utilized at some time during the day . This

occurred with steam kettle A on Day 5 .

Increases in a given utilization rate from optimum to adjusted

usually were due to additions of advance preparation activities, the

allocation of an alternative resource type when a conflict occurred

between two sub-projects in regard to equipment type specified, or the

back-up and delay of activities before and/or after the fixed intervals .
Decreases in a given utilization rate from optimum to adjusted were

usually due to the allocation of an alternative resource type when a
conflict occurred between two sub-projects in regard to equipment

type specified, or the application of the compression pass (Pass 3) .
The consolidation of sub-projects and the mere resequencing of

acti vities within the same scheduling interval bounds usually had no

effect on the utilization rate .

Drastic variations in the equipment utilization rates from

optimum to adjusted were infrequent on a daily basis . The most prominent

variations of this type that occurred involved the rotary oven on
Monday and Wednesday and the convection oven on Wednesday (Table
A . 1) .

The variation in rotary oven usage on Monday was accounted for

by the addition of the advance preparation loading for the Roast Beef
Hash and the allocation of the rotary oven to the preparation of the
sub-project Acorn Squash to resolve the equipment conflict on the

ini ti al schedul e . The decrease in the rotary oven rate and increase

in the convection oven rate on Wednesday was produced by the alternative
chosen to resolve the equipment conflict that was detected when Pass 1

was applied . This conflict involved BBQ Spareribs and Roast Beef Au
Jus .
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Both were originally scheduled for the rotary oven, but BBQ

Spareribs was averted to the convection oven .

Consideration of Other Scheduling Alternatives--Resource Limitation
Criteria Satisfied

The schedule available after the application of the smoothing

passes represented an adjusted optimum schedule . The initial schedule

had been adjusted for some practical and operational purposes .

Although the resource profile for the adjusted opti mum schedule was

much more desirable than that generated by the initial schedule, the .

adjusted profile could further serve as a tool for the user in enter

taining other alternatives pertinent to the resource allocation process

within a given operation.

Once an initial schedule of reasonable feasibility in terms of

the effect of time on the qual ity of food has been developed, there is

a possibility that resource limitation criteria may be satisfied .

However, there is an equally likely possibili ty that there yet remains

several altern atives available to the food systems manager that could
be considered to have a significant impact on the resource management

process . These alternatives usually represent a tradeoff in terms of

either the cost of applying additional resource units (assuming avail
ability), food quality, and the overall objectives and va l ues

of the particul ar food producti on system . The decision- maker

must usual l y choose one or more of the following alternatives :

1.
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The sub-projects could be moved back to Earlier Start times

so that less resources are required over an increased number of

scheduli ng intervals.

This leads to a sacrifice of the Late Start

times and, consequently, an increased probability of lower food quality.
2.

The sub-proj ects as scheduled could be further analyzed

for the purpose of identifying slack time that could be channeled

into accomplishment of a greater work volume with the existing resource
quanti ties per scheduling intervals (increased utilization of existing
resource allocations) .
3.

Specific activities or entire sub-proj ects could be

re-allocated for accomplishment by another available, but not fully

utilized, skill level or resource type .

4. The existing work content could remain the same and

addi t i onal resource units of the same type could be obtained on a
permanent basis o

5 . The number of resource units applied to a given activity or

group of acti vities could be increased to a predetermined maximum, or

some approximation of the maximum, for given scheduling intervals so
that the time requirements per resource would be reduced.

6 c The existing work content could be shifted, in part, to an

alternate producti on day o
7.

The exi sting work content could be increased or decreased

during certain scheduling intervals in order to obtain the most return

from an un0voidable resource commitment necessary to meet overall
obj ecti ves .
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Once the appropriate alternative (s ) is/are sel ected , they should

be applied to generate a revised schedule that is within resource

limitation criteria . If simultaneous , but equally likely , alternatives

were available there would be a repetitive trial/error process that
continued until resource limitation criteria were met .

In the adjusted schedule generated by the five-day menu , the

equipment resource allocations were within constraints of the

hypothetical system so further concern appeared insignificant at this
point.

However , the utilization data contained in Table A . l with

its historical significance , in conjunction with the equipment profile

in raw data form , could serve as a planning tool if further adjust
ments to the work content were considered.

Figures A. 1 through A. 10

represent the personnel resource profil es in a manner that enables the
user to easily identify the peaks and vall eys of demand.

As an example of application based on the adjusted profile for

cooks (Figures A . l , A. 3 , A . 5 , A . 7 , A . 9) assume that a cei ling of four was

imposed on cook resources for each day in entirety. Although four

cooks could handle the majority of work content for the five-day menu ,

there were some exceptions .

On Day 2 , this ceiling was exceeded for

four intervals (Fi gure A . 3) ; on Day 3 , this ceiling was exceeded for
one interval (F i gure A. 5 ) ; on Day 4 , the ceil ing was exceeded

for three intervals (Figure A . 7) ; and Day 5 , the cei ling was
exceeded for two i ntervals (Figure A . 9) .

Since student personnel

were readil y available to the system in a much larger quantity than
were actua l ly uti lized , this resource could be assigned to assist
the cooks during critical intervals and thereby make possible the
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adherence to a management imposed ceiling of four cook resource units.

Such a ceiling would not affect equipment resource allocations or
Late Start ti mes .

In fact , the ceiling of four is so generous in

nature until the periods of low activity (valleys) probably would con

tain _ enough time to compensate for an amount needed to allow for other

aspects of the total job (long term cleaning, breaks, meals, training,
etc. ) since the profile is based on food production work content

only. An allowance of time for these activities is advantageous because
it makes further smoothing of the schedule possible.

Another feasible possibility was the imposition of a ceiling

of three cook resources, with student personnel being utilized even

more to compensate for the periods of excess demand on cooks ' time.

A cei ling of three would require the sacrificing of some Late Start

ti mes and management would probably have to make allowances over and

above the imposed cei ling for other aspects of the job since the periods

of low activity (valleys) would not be as deep.

The imposed ceiling of four and three in the above examples,

respectively, could now become the resource limitation criteria for
that particular resource type , assuming a final decision was being

sought. No ceiling was sought for student personnel. This resource

was used as the cushion in the hypothetical food production system,

and i t was considered reasonable to assume that there would be a more

than adequate supply available for the majority of production situations

on an as-needed basi s. In both hypothetical examples given, an

alternat i ve or combinati on of alternatives from the list above was

sel ected .

Obviously, other choices were also possible. The choice of

/
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a l ternat i ves sel ected , however , depends on the manager i al s tru cture ,
poli c i es , and phi l osoph i es of the parti cul a r opera t i on . The i mportant
poi nt to be r ea l i zed i s that other a l ternat i ves are norma l l y avai l abl e
for consi dera ti on and tha t wi thout s ome s tandard upon whi ch to ba se
true resource req u i rements , the sel ect i on of appropri ate a l ternat i ves
can become noth ing more than a h i t -and-mi s s propos i t i on . The ava i l 
a bi l i ty of a res ource profi l e for the hy potheti cal sys tem provi ded
rel i abl e da ta for t he deci s i on-ma k i ng proces s �
4.3.

Ana l ys i s of the RAPS Al gori thm

· The Resource Al l ocat i on Produc t i on Schedu l i ng ( RAPS ) A l gori thm
was presented to the executi ve panel in sem i nar fas h i on for thei r
ana l ys i s . The exec ut i ve panel was composed o f th ree food sys tems
managers wi th a comb i ned total of 35 man-years of tra ining and
experi ence i n quanti ty food producti on and se r v i ce .

The panel members

were presentl y h o l d i ng pos i t i ons a s a s s i s t ant di rector of a uni vers i ty
food servi ce , di rector o f d i etary serv i ces at a uni vers i ty hos p i ta l

and researc h cen ter , and un i t manager for a l arge un i vers i ty res i dence
h a l l comp l ex .
The maj or objecti ves o f the research were first revi ewed and

t hen the actual s chedul i ng methodol ogy wa s demons trated , us i ng the

examp l es. and res u l t s of app l i cati on as s h own i n Appendi x A, Ta bl e B . l ,
and F i gures B . 4 t hrough B . 7 .

The presenta t i on and ana l ys i s req ui red

approx i ma te : y two and one-ha l f hours and was recorded i n f u l l on
cas sette ta pe . The cassette tape i s on fi l e .
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At the conclusion of the presentation, responses were obtained

from the panel members via reactive discussion .

Responses to the

overall procedure were positive with the panel agreei ng that use of

the procedural model would provide a systematic method for generating

valuable and reliable resource allocation data to the decision-maker.

More research of this type in the food systems administration area was
suggested, especially with the resource limitations being imposed by
current economic conditions .

The panel felt that the RAPS Algorithm, in the present modus

operandi, would be of most benefit in three areas--menu planning and

analysis, personnel development, and faci lity design .
Menu Planning and Analysis

In the menu planning and analysis area, the panel recognized

the need for time-standardization of production formulae . A lack of

time standards was indicated as a significant barrier to the acquisition
of many other valuable forms of management data . A procedure to obtain

reliable time data, such as that employed in this study, could be

useful in menu pl anning . Selection of items for menu adjustments could
then be made based on compatibility with time and other available

resources .

From this standpoint, a great deal of wasted effort could

be avoided . The panel members indicated the possible identification of

standard time modules that could be plugged into production formulae

where appropri ate . This would assist in short-circuiting the amount of
time i nvol ved in obtaining accurate time data . The degree of activi�

ana l y� � s required to facilitate the attainment of accurate time data
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also created another unrealized potential--the ability to balance the

production workload of the menu on a comparative basis. The distribu

tion of activities and accompanying time requirements provided the

signal for selection of scheduling alternatives for workload balancing.
Increased emphasis could also be given to utilization of the personnel

resources if desired.

Two other inherent benefits were also recognized by the panel

in regard to menu planning and analysis .
total formula and/or menu costing.

First was the potential for

Formulae used in this study were

costed for ingredients ; if formulae were enlarged to include processes
other than just actual production and the time estimates were plugged

in, the formulae could be completely costed for labor and ingredients.

The second benefit realized was a by-product of the first in that the

potenti al must exist for the computer to extend formul ae for time just

as it presently does for ingredients . In fact, this would be a

requirement if cost data were to be computed. Since all relationships
for production times versus production quantities are not linear,

techniques available to allow for non-linear relationships (such as the
standard error of estimate) would need to be implemented.
Personnel Development

As an instructional device, the panel felt the theoretical

framework would be useful in developing an entire producti on management

course at the graduate level .

Use of the model in entirety would

require the s tudent to make and execute the decisions that would be
encountered in an operational environment . Such a course could

successfully emphasize not only scheduling but al so food systems
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design, activity analysis, resource allocation, and network - based

project management (NBPM) techniques in application to other management
problems .

Facility Design

From the standpoint of facility design, the panel agreed that

the types, size and approximate number of equipment resources could be
obtained with the model, assuming a general menu type was known .

Establ ishment of equipment resource utilization rates could alleviate

costly mistakes in equipment purchases . This type of data woul d be

especially timely and relevant due to the limited energy supplies and

conservation efforts that are the concern of every food systems
admi nistrator .

Recommendations for Further Study

The executive panel offered several possibilities for

improvement which should be investigated before the RAPS Algorithm

would be considered operational . First, consideration must be given to
the total food production system .

Application in this study was limited

to hot food production, but scheduling models must be developed for
col d food production as well as other key sub-systems . The total

scheduling process must be phased together before resource requirements

would be completely valid . Secondly, the model developed should be

applied to both a seven-day-per -week opera ti on and/or one that functions

on a conti nuous production and/or feeding basis rather than just on a
trad i ti onal fixed- meal serving system . Thirdly, time data collection

and estimati on should be continued to the point that enough standard
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times could be established to cover all production formulae for a

given cycle menu, with time estimation required on an exception basis .

Times should be flexible enough to cover a range of forecasted servings
per formula .

The investigation of the possibility of computerization of this

process was also recommended as a means of making the technique more
practical. The automation potential for a procedure of the type

described herein may be closer to realization than fi rst anticipated.

The general concensus of the executive panel was that the RAPS

Algorithm could become a valuable management tool for operati ons and
research should continue towards attaining this objective.

CHAPTER V
CONCLUS IONS , RECOMMENDAT I ONS , AND SUMMARY
The RAPS ( Resource A l l ocati on Producti on Schedul i ng ) Al gori thm
devel oped i n th i s st udy a fforded a sys tema ti c and feas i b l e method of
schedu l i ng hot food producti on .

When appl i ed to the fi ve-day men u of a

hypotheti c a l food producti on sys tem , s chedu l es and resource requ i rement
data were generated tha t cou l d be uti l i zed to as s i s t the manager i n a
vari ety of resource management deci s i ons .
5.1 .

Conc l u s i ons

The avera ge food p roduct i on sys tem d i ctates tha t many deci s i ons
be made d a i l y regard i ng the expendi ture o f reso u rces towards the
accomp l i s hmen t of work . The RAPS Al gori thm recogn i zed the vol ume and
compl exi ty o f these deci s i ons and was determi n ed by experts to have
potenti al as a man agement tool for a l l ocati n g resources on a v a l i d
pri ori ty bas i s .
Formu l ati o n of a d a i l y prod u cti o n sched u l e vi a the RAPS A l gori thm
emphas i zed two bas i c cons tra i n ts wh i ch mus t recei ve s i gn i fi san t con
s i derati on i n food p roducti on :

the s i mu l tan i ety cons trai n t and the

l i mi ted resources con s tra i n t . The s i mu l ta n i ety cons tra i n t refers to the
fact that i t i s not nece s s a r i l y the vol ume of work that h as to be done ,
i n terms of tota l t i me durati on , b ut the ti me a t wh i c h i t mus t be done
that deserves pri ori ty cons i de ra t i on i n s c hedu l i ng hot food produc t i on .
The l i mi ted reso urces cons trai nt repres en ts those l i mi tati o n s
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establi shed for the three resources identified for this study--time,
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labor, and equipment. A seri ous limitation in any one or all of these

resources can cause previously non-critical activities to become
critical to sub-project completion.

The personnel resource profiles of this study (Figures A. l

through A. 1 0) demonstrated that the peaks and valleys between and

around production deadlines are created by the simultaniety constraint.

The limited resources constraint minimized the erratic demands otherwise

characteristic of an optimum schedule that had no regard for resource

limitation criteria. The significance of the simultaniety and limited

resources constraints was amplified because the scheduling methodology

was predicated on the principle that holding time created by prepara

tion performed too far in advance has a negative effect on the quality
of food served. To maximize food quality while minimizing holding

time, assuming resource limitations, creates diametrical ly opposed
objectives that must be resolved by some form of tradeoff.

In order

to make the best tradeoff, the optimum schedule, as generated by a tool
such as the RAPS Algorithm, must be known.

The RAPS Algorithm developed in this study could be used to

serve three main functions as follows :

1 . To identify periods of least, greatest, and no activity ;

2. To show equipment and personnel resources over specified

time i ntervals ; and
3.

To determine optimum workloads for a given time.

The abi l i ty to accompli sh these three functions would appear to provide

manag-ement with the type of data needed to make wise resource management

decisions ; it also emphasized that more than just aesthetic and
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nutritional functions should be considered in menu planning.

The use of a network-based project management (NBPM ) technique

and its associ ated degree of activity analysis was compatible with a

food production environment and provided an effective means of collecting

valuable data.

The executive approach to obtaining time data for the

various activities of food production processes appeared rational and

practical from an operational standpoint. The level of detail inherent

in the use of more sophisticated techniques for time data collection

has been, in the past, a deterrent to the development of a scheduling
methodology.

Comments received from managers involved in activity

analysis and time estimation indicated that exposure to the process

had improved their managerial ability as a result of having to think

through the work that they supervised. An examination of the work

content through the networking process stimulated analytical thinking

and provided a simplified manner of understanding production processes.

The networking process offered a graphic representation of the work

content that was fairly reproducible. Only a change in the market form

of food uti lized would alter the network structure to any great degree.
Data available on a completed network and the accompanying bar graph

could be used for training employees, production planning, discussing
resource utilization and identifying potenti al production problems
associated with activity sequencing and/or quality control.
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5 . 2 . Recommendati ons

The RAPS Algorithm generated optimum adjusted schedules for the

five-day menu that were within equipment resource limitation criteria
and assisted, through identification of the peaks and valleys of the

workload, in the decision of establishing personnel resource limitation
criteria for cooks .

Optimum adjusted schedules did not sacrifice Late

Start preparation (actual heat application) ti mes by more than 1 0 to 1 5
minutes for all sub-projects except one.

In that one instance, the

Late Start time was moved back by 20 minutes .

Equipment resource

utilization rates, using a weekly average, were below 50 percent for all

resource types and below 35 percent for all resource types except one.
Based on adjusted peak demands and selection of the appropriate

alternati ve, a maximum ceiling of four cook personnel resource units

over all time intervals would reasonably accommodate the work content.

This was in contrast to the single high cook personnel resource require
ments of 9, 1 0, 7, 9, and 8 on Days l, 2, 3, 4, and 5, respectively,
of the optimum schedule . Other combinations of alternatives would
possibly yield a lower coo k personnel ceiling .

Since the RAPS Algorithm

considered only work content, the proper degree of resource limitations

in combination with other components of the total job would have to be

used to equalize the peaks and valleys and thereby promote continuous
and consistent resource demands .

The RAPS Algorithm can provide a systematic method of generating

valuable and reliable resource allocation data but it has specific

appli catf on as a tool for menu planning and analysis, facility design,

and personne l development .
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Use in the personnel development area would

provide immediate benefits in a formal and informal sense .

Formally,

the theoretical framework of the algorithm could be used as the basis

for developing an entire course in production management at the
graduate level.

Informally, selected portions of this framework such

as activity analysis, network construction, and fixed interval

determinations could be used for inservice training programs for

operational personnel.

For menu planning and analysis, the RAPS

Algorithm could lead to development of time modules for various produc

tion processes with the inherent capability to balance the workload on
a day-to-day basis. Collected time data could be applied for formula

labor cost·i ng in a manual or automated system. In the area of facility
desi gn , knowledge of the equipment resources required to produce a

given menu under simultaneous production constraints could assist in

avoiding costly mistakes in equipment procurement .

Constraints of this research project allowed only for the analysis

of the theoretical aspects of the methodology .

For complete evaluation

of the model, the generated production schedules must be implemented

in an actual operation .

Utilizing the systems approach, scheduling

model s must be developed for other key sub-systems of the total food

deli very system ; it is conceivable that a total scheduling system based
on the matching of resources to activities in a manner simil ar to the
RAPS Algorithm could be developed .

Further study is needed concerning

app l ication to operations that function on a seven-day-a-week basis

and/or tho 3 e that function on a continuous production and/or feeding

bas i s .

Time data collection and estimation should continue so that
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standard ti mes, in a range of forecasted demands, would be avai lable to

cover all producti on formulae on the cycle menu.

Speci fi c time

estimates geared to speci fic foretasted quanti ties, as used i n this

study, i ntroduced limi ted flexibi li ty i n terms of future appli cati ons .
Once made operati onal, cons i deration should be gi ven to

automati on of the RAPS Algori thm as a means of addi ng practi cali ty to

i ts U$e. The logic of the algorithm would render i t compati ble with the

automation proces s i n the phases leadi ng up to actual mana g erial

deci sion-maki ng.

With the s i multani ety and li mi ted resources constrai nts of the

traditional food producti on system, more i nformati on i s needed i n order

to develop ti me-cost-quali ty curves for determini ng the degree of Late

Start ti me that could be sacrifi ced wi thout an adverse effect on quali ty.

Further research i s needed i n regards to the menu combi nati ons most

appropriate for mini mizi ng s i multani ety confli cts whi le meeting

aestheti c, nutriti onal, and resource limitati on cri teri a of a given

menu.

Although the RAPS Algori thm was developed using a hypotheti cal

food production system operati ng under traditi onal constraints, i t also
could be directly appli cable to a ready foods or food factory-type

operation. Producti on demands in a ready foods or food factory system

would be more stable than in a traditi onal food production system and,

once data were collected, i t could be used repeatedly ; techni ques such
as li near p ro g ramming would as s i st i n determini ng optimal producti on

combinat:; ons .

The RAPS Algorithm can become a valuable management tool and
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it is recorm,ended that research continue towards attaining this

objective ; first with testing of the model by scheduling in an actual

operation and, secondly, by using those results to render the algorithm
operational for a variety of food producti on systems .
5 . 3 . Summary

The purpose of this study was to develop, test, and analyze a

procedural model for the scheduling of labor and equipment in a

hypothetical food production system that operated under traditional
constraints . The developed model, the RAPS ( Resource Allocation

Production Scheduling) Algorithm, was applied to a five-d�y menu of hot
foods with a forecasted demand per meal of 500 . The formulated menu,

as w0ll as the standard operating procedures, of the hypothetical food
production system were modeled after an ongoing university food pro

duction system . The RAPS Algorithm was predicated on the principle

that excess holding time brought about by preparation performed too

far in advance has a. negative effect on the quality of food served .

Based on forecaste d demand and the nature of preparation of the

menu item, specific production quantities were established to simulate

the demands of the meal serving period. Then, using industrial

engineering techniques of acti vity analysis and time estimation in
conjuncti on with a network-based project management system , the 90

sub-projects of the five-day menu were analyzed into l, 215 activities .
When fixed i ntervals ( an activity or activity set that represented a
criti cal production deadline in relation to the time boundaries of

the meal serving peri od ) were i denti fied for each sub-project , the
number of activi ti es to be scheduled was reduced to 979.
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Personnel and/or equi pment resources were allocated to each

acti vi ty of the fi ve-day menu on the basi s of customary (normal)

practi ce for that parti cular sub-project. Scheduli ng of the 979

acti vi ti es was performed on a worksheet whi ch i denti fi ed the two di rect
labor and eleven equi pment resource types of the hypotheti cal food
producti on system.

Resource avai labi li ti es were shown for the 1 4-hour

dai ly operati onal peri od i n 1 0-mi nute i ntervals.

Generated schedules

were i n the form of color-coded bar charts. The opti mum schedule was
obtai ned by scheduli ng predecessor and successor acti vi ti es to the

fi xed i nterval accordi ng to Late Start (LS) and Early Complete (EC)

ti mes, respecti vely. The opti mum schedule, although operati onally

unreali sti c, was used as a gui de i n developi ng a seri es of log i cal,

systemati c steps that would smooth the most common exaggerated and
errati c demand problems whi le adheri ng to resource li mi tati on and

si multani ety of producti on constrai nts--two of the most si gni fi cant

considerati ons i n the development of a scheduli ng methodology for hot

food producti on.

Comparati ve resource data were generated showi ng the opti mum and

adjusted schedule requi rements.

Graphi c presentati on of personnel

resource profi les demonstrated the peaks and valleys of demand associ ated

with the use of fi xed meal peri ods.

Equi pment resource data were

presented i n the form of dai ly uti li zati on rates for each pi ece of

equi pment .

Once these data were avai lable, they could be used by the

mamiger i n consi deri ng and/or selecti ng other alternati ves to sati sfy
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ex isting resource limitation criteria or to i mpose additional resource

limitations .

The RAPS Algorithm was determined a systematic and feasible

means of collecting resource allocation/utilization data with specific
application in the areas of menu planning and analysis, facility
design, and personnel development, both formally and informally .

Application to the personnel development area could be immediate,

whereas the menu planning and analysis and facility design application
must be validated by implementing the generated schedules in an actual
operation. Two promising dimensions o f the RAPS Algorithm are the

potential for computerization and for use in a ready foods or food
factory-type operation .
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TABLE A . 1

DAILY UT ILIZATION RATES FOR EQUIPMENT RESOU RCES OF THE HYPOTHETICAL
PRODUCTION FACILITY, OPTIMUM AND ADJUSTED

Tuesdat {2) Wednesdax { 3) Thursdax {4) Fridal {5} Avg dailt rate
Mondat {1 )
Opti - After Opti- After Opti- After Opti- After Opti- After Opti- After
Equipment
resource type · mum
passes mum
passes mum
passes mum
passes mum
passes mum - passes

Gri 1 1 A
14.9
35 . 1
Gril 1 B
Kettle, Steam, A 21 . 4
(5 gal)
Kettle, Steam, B 39. 3
(20 ga 1 )
Kettle, Steam, A 1 4 . 3
(60 gal )
1 7. 9
Over, Rotary

14.9
35 . 1
22.6

41 . 7
15 .5

56 . 0

Oven, Convection 25 . 6
22 .0
(6) *
8. 3
Cooker, Vischer
9o5
25 .6
Fryer, Deep Fat 25. 6
2.4
3.6
Mixer, Floor

Slicer, Food

4.8

4 .8

7.7
1 7. 3
26 . 2

54. 8
( 3)
30 . 4

7.7
1 7.9
31 . 0

7. 7
22 . 0
20 . 2

7.7
21 . 7
20 . 2

30 . 4

7. 7

9.5

39. 3

51 . 2

39 . 3

41 . 7

1 .2
31 .0
16.7

2.4
31 . 0
1 7.9

23 . 8

3.6

24 . 4

3. 6

1 7 .9

72 . 6
(9 )
19.6
5.6
15 .5
4.8

1 7.9

19.0

53 . 6

7.9
15.5
6 .0

20.2

1 5. 5
8. 3
26 . 2

1 5. 5
8. 3
28 .6

1 4 .9
· 8. 3
38 :1

42 . 9

42 . 3

00 . 0

1 7 .9

21 . 4

23 . 8
1 7. 9

9.9
7.7
4.8
4. 8

(1 )

29 . 8

23. 8

1 7 .9

}6 . 2

11 .1
7.7
4.8

26 . 2
7.7
1 1 .9

10.7

26 . 2

28 . 6
(4 )

14.9
8. 3
38 . 1

1 8.2
26 . 4

1 2. 1
1 8. 3
28 . 1

oo . o

19.1

19.5

23 . 8

12. 1

32 . 0

76 . 2

44. 8

26 . 6
7. 7
1 5 .5

10.2
17.5
8. 1

26 . 8

28. 6

22 . 6

1 1 .9

33 . 1

49 . 1

26 . 8
1 1 .5

1 7.5
9.6

1 3. 6

*Sub-notation represents the number of scheduling intervals for which a confli ct existed, i . e. ,
demand exceedi ng availability . Absence of a sub-notation i ndicates that demand was wi thin resource
limitati on criteria.
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TABLE B . 1
MENU OF HOT FOODS WITH FORECASTED DEMAND TO SERVE 500 CLIENTELE
Day

Breakfast

Forecasted
demand

Lunch

Forecasted
demand

Dinner

Forecasted
demand

Monday
( Day l )

Fried eggs
Scrambled eggs
Pancakes
Bacon
Link sausage
Bu r i ce

144
440
48
300
192
35

85
324

200
324
125
100

Fried perch
Grilled liver w/ onions
Potatoes au g ratin
Green beans
Baked acorn squash

400
120
455
440
50

Tuesday
( Day 2 )

Fried eggs
Scrambled eggs
Hash-browned potatoes
Bacon
Sausage patties
Grits

French onion soup
Grilled ham steak
Macaroni, beef and
tomatoes
Tri-taters
Bu green peas
Glazed carrot coins

Wednesday
(Day 3 )

Minestron� soup
Fried chicken
Roast be.ef hash
Lyonnaise potatoes
Mixed vegetables .
Harvard beets

90
350
200
250
100
84

Crm.. of mushroom soup
Burger on bun
BBQ spare ribs
French fried potatoes
Fordhook lima beans

Western steak
Roast turkey w/
dressing , gravy
Mas hed potatoes
Mixed greens
Blackeyed peas

360

Fried eggs
Scrambled eggs
French toast
Bacon
Link sausage
Oatmeal

156
480
150
3 30
176
48

90
3 36
190
484
175

Roast beef au jus
Fried shrimp
Escalloped potatoes
Broccoli spears
Broiled tomatoes w/
cheese crumbs

120
320
l 00
3 30
176
37

180
420
190
225
300
240
420
270
115
�

.,:::i.
0

Day

Thursday
(Day 4)
Friday
(Day 5)

Breakfast

Fried eggs
Scrambled eggs
Cheese omelet
Bacon
Sausage patties
Grits

Fried eggs
_ Scrambled eggs
Pancakes
Bacon
Link sausage
Cream of wheat

Forecasted
demand
1 32
300
1 00
330
1 76
48

1 44
440
48
300
1 92
44

TABLE B . 1 (continued)
Lunch

Forecasted
demand

Green pea soup
Braised beef & noodles
Keilbasa sandw i ch
Potato chips
Bu green cabbage
Whole kernel corn
Tomato soup
Hi-pro cold plate
Hard-cooked egg
Frankfurters w/
sauerkraut
Fried potato gems
Baked beans
Scalloped broccoli

1 05
400
96
1 00
1 00
325
90
1 25
1 25

400
450
425
1 50

Dinner

Cantonese steak
Spaghetti w/ meat sauce
Buttered rice
Bu green peas
French fried whole okra

Forecasted
demand

Meat loaf w/ tomato sauce
Roast pork
Duchess potatoes
Asparagus w/ cheese sauce
Bu yellow squash

21 0
325
21 0
200
1 75

21 2
31 5
420
1 95
1 28

__.
__.

..a:::i.

142
FORMULA : Scrambled eggs { #601 6 )
440
AVERAGE NUMBER OF SERV I NGS :
Eggs , 5# cartons--11 each
Batch cook--40 servings/batch;
5#/ Batch
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(tS
QJ
C.
QJ

�
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121
122
1 23

L

Turn on gri11
Allow g rill to preh·eat to 350 ° F
Gather ingredients from refrigerator and dry store and take to
work area
Place eggs in mixing bowl and
b�at with wire whip for 3 min
on #3 speed
Pour egg� into smaller
container
Take all ingredients to gri1 1
area
Coat grill with oil
Pour beaten eggs on grill
{40 svgs)
Scramble each batch for about
3 min ( Cook progressively in 1 0
additional batches)
Place scrambled eggs in 20xl2K2 o 5
counter pan
Take to serving line or thermo tainer
Clean griddle and area
Take smaller eqt . and utensils to
pot/ pan area
Clean mixer and area
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